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ABSTRACT 

Although the contemporary fantastic short story in 

Argentina and Uruguay is widely recognized and studied, its 

origins during the nineteenth century are generally unknown. 

This study proposes to 1. identify examples of the nineteenth 

century fantastic, 2. place the works in the context of 

literary history, and 3. study their narrative conventions 

and topics. 

A reading of the nineteenth century fantastic reveals 

that there is a conventional narrative cluster consisting of 

three elements: personalized, first-person narrator~ frame 

discourse; and suspended narration. Although there are some 

variations on this pattern, these conventions generally hold 

true throughout the nineteenth century. The narrative 

elements are exam ined from two perspectives: thei r contrast 

with the dominant conventions of realism, and their function 

within the fantastic. 

The stories are divided into four categories based on 

their topic. The first category is the dream fantastic, in 

which a dream provides self-knowledge or salvation. The 

second grouping is the fantastic of madness; in these 

stories, madness can be a divine gift or a destructive force. 

The third section is the scientific fantastic, in which the 
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scientism of the l800's is questioned. The final division is 

the folkloric fantastic, which deals with the supernatural. 

This study concludes by pointing out that the 

conventions of the nineteenth century do not continue into 

the twentieth. The generation of the 20's and 30's formed 

new concepts of the realistic and the fantastic. Therefore, 

they altered the previous narrative pattern and abandoned 

scientism as a literary topic. 

This study included stories by these authors: Carlos 

O. Bunge, Miguel Cane, Macedonio Fernandez, MartIn Garcla 

Merou, Juana Manuela Gorriti, Carlos Guido y Spano, Julio 

Herrera y Reissig, Eduardo L. Holmberg, William Henry Hudson, 

Leopoldo Lugones, Carlos Monsalve, Carlos Olivera, Horacio 

Quiroga, and Eduardo Wilde. 



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

One of the pleasures of reading contemporary Latin 

American literature is discovering the fantastic short story. 

Its brilliance is so evident ~hat writers such as Borges, 

Cortazar, and Garcia Marquez are international figures, read 

and studied in many countries and languages. The body of 

critical writings about their works is growing to enormous 

proportions, and they have inspired imitations both in Latin 

America and abroad.l 

However, if these contemporary writers of the fantas-

tic are quite well known, their predecessors are not. Prior 

to the great success of Jorge Luis Borges, few fantastic 

writers had gained public or critical recognition. Leopoldo 

Lugones and Horacio Quiroga are perhaps the most famous 

exceptions; Macedonio Fernandez is becoming better known, 

thanks to public praise by Borges; and Ruben Darlo's stories 

form part of the Modernist reform of prose language. still, 

the fantastic short st~ry prior to the twentieth century is 

Ii ttle known or studied. 

Most histories of the fantastlc in Latin America 

begin with the fantastic in Europe and the United States, 

omitting the early works in Latin America. Instead, a 

lEnrique Pupo-Walker, "The Contemporary Short Fiction 
of Spanish America: An Introductory Note," Studies.in.£b.Qtl 
n~.QJl, 8 <1971>, pp. 7-8. 
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general, international history is more likely. Certainly the 

great innovators--Hoffmann, Poe, Maupassant, Kafka, and 

others--are as much a part of literary history in Latin 

America as they are in their own countries; in particular, 

Poe's influence cannot be omitted in good conscience from any 

history of the fantastic. Yet the nature of the twentieth 

century fantastic is the result of shifting historical

Ii terary factors such as the evol ution of conventions. 

Borges, for example, wrote nEl sur n against the background of 

a strong gauchesque tradition; the fatal motivation of the 

principal character is understandable according to the mores 

of the gaucho. Similarly, the particular character of the 

fantastic in the twentieth century evolved slowly from the 

experiments of the previous century. 

This study, then, proposes to examine the nineteenth 

century fantastic short story. Such a study is both histor

ical and literary; the gathering of the stories themselves 

rescues a bit of history and makes it possible to establish a 

perspective for later studies. Once gathered, the stories 

will be analyzed as literary works, not just historical 

artifacts. 

The history of the fantastic short story is, in some 

respects, no different from the history of all short stories 

in the Southern Cone. The atmosphere of Argentina and U ru

guay during the 1800's was especially favorable for short 

stories, the fantastic included. There was a relatively 

large reading public, that in turn supported a number of 
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magazines and newspapers, both of which usually included 

short stories in thei r format.2 As competition between the 

publications increased, editors became more demanding. 

Horacio Quiroga was among those who wrote for the famous Luis 

Pardo of CaIas ~ Caretas; Pardo required a story that fit on 

only one page and still left room for an illustration, that 

is, a story of 1256 words. Yet even Quiroga recognized the 

benefits of the exacting editorial policy: 

Tal disciplina, impuesta aun a los artlculos, infle
xible y brutal, fue sin embargo uti11sima para los 
escritores noveles, siempre propensos a diluir la 
frase por inexperiencia y por cobardla; y para los 
cuentistas, obvio es decirlo, fue aquello una piedra 
de toque, que no todos pudieron resistir. 

El que estas llneas escribe, tambien cuentlsta, debe 
a Luis Pardo el destrozo de muchos cuentos, por falta 
de extension; pero Ie debe tambien en gran parte el 
merito de los que han resistido.3 

While not all editors were so demanding, the anecdote illus-

trates the circumstances that trained both writers and public 

to expect polished works with interesting new themes, and in 

sufficient numbers to satisfy the many publications. 

In addition to their own writers and publicatlons, 

the reading public had frequent contact with European and 

North American literature. The ports of Buenos Aires and 

Montevideo were busy with ships from allover the world, 

2For an idea of the numbers and content of publica
tions at this time, see Hector Rene Lafleur, Sergio D. 
Provenzano, and Fernando Pedro Alonso, ~ revista literarias 
argentinas 1893-1960 (Buenos Aires: Centro Editor de America 
Latina, 1968); and Boyd Carter, .Lll ·revistas literarias ~ 
Hispanoamjrica (M~xico: Ediciones de Andrea, 1959). 

3Horacio Quiroga, ~a§ ineditas ~ desconocidas: 
sobre literatura, VII (Montevideo: Arca, 1967), pp. 95-6. 
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bringing emigrants from Italy, whalers from the United 

States, railroad engineers from England, and architects from 

France. They also brought books. It was quite common to 

read notices in Lg NaciOn or Lg Prensa such as the one 

announcing the arrival of Jules Verne's latest novel: 

Veinte mil leguas de viaje sub-marino, por el renom
brado escritor Julio Verne. Obra de gran merito y 
buscada con interes en Europa. Ultima producci6n de 
ese gran literato, a 5 reales cobre la entrega de 8 
paginas, llevada a domicilio 6 reales cobre. Con
tiene muchos gravados. Maravilla Literaria, Riva
davia numero 291 y 293.4 

Among the imported works were several authors of the fantas

tic, principally E.T.A. Hoffmann and Edgar Allan Poe. While 

Hoffmann seems to have been well known,S his influence was 

overshadowed by the enormous popularity of Poe. Poe's 

stories were probably first read in English, then in French 

in Charles Baudelaire's seminal translation of 1856, and 

finally in the Spanish translation of 1884 by Carlos Olivera. 

Besides Olivera, Emilio Carilla lists these other Argentine 

writers who transiated some of Poe's works: Santiago Estrada, 

Eduardo Holmberg, Luis V. Varela, Palem6n Huergo, Bartolome 

Mitre y Vedia, Juana Manuela Gorriti, Leopoldo D!az, and 

Edelmiro Mayer.6 The length of this list is impressive; even 

more so is the almost unanimous praise of Poe among the 

41& NaciOn, 3 Mar. 1870, p. 2. 

5As early as 1863, Hoffmann was imitated in Carlos L. 
Paz, nLa rafaga y el cuervo (imitacion de Hoffman [sic])n, ~ 
Aurora May 1863, pp. 270-1. 

6Em ilio Carilla, .I!.nl!ll.a.rul decisiva.Q.e par10: .B.YW 
Dar10 ~ ls ArgentinA (Madrid: Gredos, 1967), pp. 154-5. 
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writers of the fantastic. Indeed, their praise is perhaps 

the only nmanifesto ft of the fantastic in Latin America prior 

to the Surrealists. 

These foreign influences were matched by the presence 

of Ruben Darlo in Buenos Aires during 1893-1898. In his 

Autobiogtafla, he admits his own inclination toward a belief 

in strange events: 

Como dejo escrito, con Lugones y Pineiro Sorondo 
hablaba mucho sobre ciencias ocultas. Me habla dado 
desde hacia largo tiempo a esta clase de estudios, y 
los abandone a causa de mi extremada nerviosidad y 
por consejo de medicos amigos. Yo habla, desde muy 
joven, tenido ocasion, si bien raras veces, de obser
var la presencia y la accion de las fuerzas mister
isosas y extranas que aun no han llegado al conoci
miento y dominio de la ciencia oficial.7 

Referring to Poe in .L..Q.§ raros as nuno de esos divinos semi

locos necesarios para el progreso humano,n8 Dar!o acknow-

ledged the North Ame~ican as the master of the fantastic 

which Dar!o himself continued and developed. Darlo person-

ally knew most of the writers in Buenos Aires at the time, 

and seems to have caused renewed interest in the fantastic. 

Holmberg and Lugones in particular are often mentioned by 

Dario as his companions in the Bohemian night life of Aue',s 

Keller and the cafe nLos Inmortales n•9 With Dar!o, the 

linguistic reforms of Modernism reached Buenos Aires and 

7Ruben Dar:Lo, AY.t.Qbiografla (Buenos Aires: EUDEBA, 
1968), p. 127. 

8Ruben Darlo, LQ§ raros (Buenos Aires: Maucci Her
manos, 1905), p. 23. 

9Dar !0, Autobiograf.:(a. Also see Jorge B. Rivera, J&g 
~ID~ (Buenos Aires: Centro Editor de America Latina, 
1971) • 
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Montevideo where they were widely discussed, rejected, 

defended, and finally absorbed. Prior to the time of Mod

ernism, the fantastic short story was less sophisticated in 

style and less original in theme. lO 

We can also speculate that the lack of an Indian 

population had its effect on the fantastic of Argentina and 

Uruguay. By the mid-1800's, the Indians had been exter-

minated or displaced, and since then the Rio de la Plata 

countries have prided themselves on their European population 

and outlook. In other countries, such as Peru, the con-

t~nuing Indian cultures and residual colonial influence 

provided the basis for a rich folkloric tradition. Ricardo 

Palma's Tradiciones, for example, sometimes record unusual or 

magical events: "El alacran de fray Gomez" is one example. 

In contrast, the fantastic in Argentina and Uruguay is not 

the study of the primitive mind or colonial legends; rather, 

it is a reflection of the doubts and fears of a largely 

urban, economically developing society. 

From this general historical outline, we may see the 

starting point of a more specific literary history, which in 

turn will lead to an examinat~on of the example stories. It 

is appropriate to begin the study of these stories by exam

ining the nature of the fantastic. 

The word nfantastic" itself is not very precise, as 

the numerous attempts to define it prove. It can, however, 

10For a fuller description of the Modernist fantas
tic, see Ana Marla Duran, "El cuento fantastico y raro del 
modernismo," Diss. University of California, Los Angeles 
1970. 
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be made more precise by placing it within a specific context. 

The context in this study is limited by a century (the 

1800's), a place (Argentina and Uruguay), and a genre (the 

short story). For the purposes of this study, the nineteenth 

century begins with the wars of independence from Spain (in 

Argentina 1816-1824, in Uruguay 1811-1828) that ended colo

nial rule and established Argentina and Uruguay as indepen

dent countries. The end date is more subjective. This 

investigation marks the last generation of the nineteenth 

century fantastic with the lifespan of Horacio Quiroga (1879-

1937) who was considered the master of the genre at the 

time, yet was spurned by later writers such as Borges who 

followed other concepts of the fantastic. Therefore, in 

literary terms, the nineteenth century fantastic ends with 

the death of Quiroga. The countries of Argentina and Uruguay 

are chosen to illustrate this period, not only for their fame 

in producing the twentieth century fantastic, but also to 

limit the scope of the study to a manageable size. The short 

story will be the subject of study because it is the prin

ciple vehicle for the fantastic in this century. 

Still, these limits are not complete, for there was a 

considerable literary output during that period, in that 

place, and in that genre. Which characteristics make a work 

fantastic and which do not? While a great deal has been 

written about that very question, the article by Ostrowski 

seems the most sensible and applicable: 



The concept of the fantastl.c has often been formed 
in opposition to the concept of objective reality and 
then mechanically transferred to the field of litera
ture. This practice not only involves controversial 
philosophical questions of the nature and limits of 
reali ty, but also leads to utter confusion. Should 
we accept the idea that nfantastic n means nunreal,n 
objectively nnonexistent,n we would be forced to 
admit that there is no specific difference between 
literary works of fullblooded realism and fantastic 
tales because all literary fiction is nunrealn and 
nnonexistent. nIl 

8 

He goes on to establish some literary norms for understanding 

the fantastic: 

It seems to me that the right way of tackling diffi
culties connected with the analysis of fantastic 
f icti on opens when we first agree on some Ii terary 
conventions acceptable to everybody. The proposed 
conventions are: 1. the presentation of the empir
ical world in terms of matter, space, time, and 
consciousness; 2. the convention of realism, based on 
the idea of the typical relations between the four 
elements, which is regulated by causes--and to some 
extent--purposes; 3. the convention of the fantastic 
understood as the deviation from the convention of 
realism. The deviation creates a world of fiction 
large.ly d\~ferent from the world of everyday 
experl.ence. 

nThe deviation from the convention of realism" is a 

particularly apt working definition of the nineteenth century 

fantastic, since the convention of realism was dominant 

throughout the century. Yet in order to understand the 

devia:' l.on from realism, first the concept of realism must be 

examined. Nineteenth century realism will be studied from 

three viewpoints: function, structure, and life perspective. 

llWitold Ostrowski, nThe Fantastic and the Realistic 
in Literature,n Zagadnienia .R.Q.Q~li Literackich, 9 (1966), 
p. 55. 

l20strowski, p. 71. 
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Each viewpoint illustrates how the fantastic short story 

deviates from the convention of realism.13 

The ideas concerning the function of literature in 

the nineteenth century reflect the excitement and promise of 

a new era. After independence from Spain was finally estab

lished, Argentina and Uruguay were ready to seek a new iden-

tity and erase the old one that was too closely tied to a 

stagnated colonialism. This political newness ocurred at the 

same time that technological and scientific advances were 

revolutionizing Europe and the United States. nprogress" 

became the key word of the century, praised by all who consi

dered themselves modern: 

Al siglo diez y nueve estaba reservada la gloria de 
ostentar la aurora de nuevos y felices destinos para 
la humanidad que marcha hoy en alas de la electri
cidad y del vapor. Si hubiese algunos que ciegos u 
obcecados negasen aun la ley del progreso en todas 
sus faces, y el prodigioso vuelo que ha tornado el 
entendimiento humano en los ultimos cuarenta anos, 
ahi estan para quitarles las cataratas, los inventos 
y descuorimientos que en las ciencias y en las artes 
se han operado, sin que la antiguedad nos presente un 
fenomeno seme;ante de la marcha progresiva de la 
inteligencia. l 

l3 For a comprehensive discussion of the dominant 
conventions of the 1800's, see Cedomil Goie, Historia.Q..e.lg 
novela hispanoamericana (Valparaiso, Chile: Ediciones Univer
si tarias de Valparai so, c. 1972). Al so see Roland N. S tr om
berg, ed., Realism..,. Naturalism..,. .suU! ~.mbQlism1. ~~ .Qi 
Thought iUl9 ·Expression .in Europe 1848-1914 (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1968): George J. Becker, ed., ~ID~ Q! Modern 
Literary Realism (Princeton, New Jersey: princeton University 
Press, 1963): and Jose Promis, Testimonios::l documentos ~ .J.:g 
lite~atura chilena 41842~1975) Santiago de Chile: Nascimento, 
1977) • 

l4nEl espiritismo marcha,n Revista ~spiritista (Mont
evideo), OctoQer 1872, pp. 65-6. 
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The role of literature in this new era was to promote 

na tionali sm, improve social customs, and document national 

history, as ~ Iniciador advocated in 1838: 

Nosotros concebimos que la literatura en una nacion 
joven, es uno de los mas eficaces elementos de que 
puede valerse la educaci6n publica. Sin duda que no 
entendemos por esta palabra, 10 mismo que con ella 
significaban los antiguos; ni tampoco 10 que en los 
tiempos de la insurrecci6n romantica, se guiso expre
sar por medio de ella. Para nosotros Sll definicion 
debe ser mas social, mas util, mas del cafg, sera li 
retrato ~ .l.a indiyidualidad nacional. • • 

Esteban Echeverria played a leading part in advocating a 

nationalistic, socially committed literature. In 1846: he 

wrote: 

El punto de arranque, como deciamos entonces, para 
el deslinde de estas cuestiones deben ser nuestras 
leyes, nuestras costumbres, nuestro estado social; 
determinar primero 10 que somos, y aplicando los 
principios buscar 10 que debemos ser, hacia que punto 
debemos gradualmente encaminarnos. Mostrar en 
seguida la practica de las naciones cultas cuyo 
estado social sea mas analogo al nuestro, y con
frontar siempre los hechos con la teoria 0 la doc
trina de los publicistas mas adelantados. No sali r 
del terreno practico; no perderse en abstracciones; 
tener siempre clavado el ojo de la inteligencia en 
las entranas de nuestra sociedad.16 

In 1855, La America .Qli.sJ,u, ambi tiously sub-ti tIed 

"Revista Semanal de Polltica, Religion, Moral, Literatura, 

Historia, Educacion, Ciencias y Artes," proclaimed in its 

first issue this call to action, echoing the nationalist 

sentiments of Echeverria: 

ISn Inic-iador, 15 May 1838, p. 51. 

l6Esteban Echeverria, "Antecedentes de la Asociacion 
de Mayo, precedido de una ojeada retrospectiva sobre el movi
miento intelectual en el Plata desde el ano 37," Antologia ~ 
prosa y verso, ed. Osvaldo Pellettieri (Buenos Aires: Edito
rial de Belgrano, 1981>, pp. 286-7. See also the article "La 
si tuaci6n y el porveni r de la Ii teratura hispanoameri cana," 
pp. 502-11. 



El Estado Oriental de'l Uruguay tiene hombres de 
saber y j6venes de grandes esperanzas: tiene historia 
que contar, llena de episodios sublimes; tiene bio
grafias que presentar, como dechados; a la posteri
dad: tiene que crear una nueva literatura ••• 17 
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This nnew literature n was much influenced by the revolu

tionary ideas arriving from Europe, ideas that emphasized 

material, anti-scholastic, secular ways of thought. When the 

materialist works of Spencer, Buckley, Darwin, and others 

arrived, personal copies of the books were passed from friend 

to friend, as became evident during the polemic between Jose 

Pedro Varela and Carlos Ramirez published in n Siglo (Sept

ember l4-November 11, 1876): 

Si el doctor Ram!rez quiere consultar algunas de las 
obras de Darwin, de Spencer, de Bagehot, de Tyndall, 
de Buckle, etc., tendre el gusto en facilitarselas-
despues de conclu1da esta discusion--. Y pongo esta 
reserva porque tenla desde hace tiempo, con pequenas 
senales y apuntaciones, la Ciencia social de Spencer, 
en frances, que me habla prestado un amigo, y despues 
de empezado este debate, ese amigo me exigio la 
devoluci6n de Spencer para prestarlo al doctor 
Ramirez, 10 que me hubiera privado de un arma pode
rosa, puesto que hay poqulsimos ejemplares de ese 
libro en Montevideo, si otro caballero no hubiese 
tenido la defer\~cia de prestarme la misma obra, 
aunque en ingles. 

In spite of the difficulty in obtaining books, the 

new ideas from abroad spread rapidly throughout the Southern 

Cone, being adapted all the while to thei r new envi ronment. 

·Scientificn and nprogressiven were the most laudatory adjec-

ti ves in the new vocabulary. The materialists were 

171& America ~ 'sj,ll, 4 Feb. 1855, p. 5. 

l8Jose Pedro Varela, £1 Siglo, 14 Sept.-Nov. 1876, as 
quoted in Arturo Ardao, Espi·ritualisID,Q::t. positivism,Q ..en ~ 
Uruguay (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1950), p. 87. 
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especially proud that Darwin's new theory of evolution was 

based on research done in South America, as none other than 

Domingo Faustino Sarmiento proclaimed in a tribute to Darwin 

in 1882. Sarmiento shared the platform with Eduardo L. 

Holmberg, who had already published a pro-Darwin nfantasia 

cientifica n in 1875. The Ana~ ~ Ateneo ~ ~ygygy 

(1881-1886) published in its second number (October 1881) a 

defense of evolution and, in its November issue, a discussion 

of scientific method applied to metaphysics.19 The new ideas 

coming from Europe were especially attractive because they 

were opposed to traditional Spanish orthodoxy, as Joaquin V. 

Gonzalez noted: 

••• han llegado hasta aqul, como llegan todas las 
ideas que entranan una reforma, las modernas escuelas 
iniciadas por Taine, Zola y Bourget, despues de 
Macaulay, Schlegel, Sainte-Beuve y Saint-Victor 
habian dominado nuestra escena. La filosofia lit
eraria sigue las transformaciones de la filosofia 
general, y de los viejos y ortodoxos sistemas 
espanoles, a las nov!simas teorias fundadas en la 
biologia, la pSicologia y las leyes naturales de la 
sociedad, va la distancia que separa los polos de la 
tierra.20 

19For a comprehensive study of the philosophical and 
social changes of the time, see Arturo Ardao,Etapas .Q~ .l£! 
inteligencia uruguaya (Montevideo: Universidad de la Repub
lica, 1971); Ardao, Racionalismo :t. liberalismo ~ .tl Uruguay 
(Montevideo: Universidad de la Republica, 1962); Ricuarte 
Soler, n posj tiyisIDO argentino (Panama: Imprenta Nacional, 
1959); Ralph Lee Woodward Jr., ed~, .f.Q.§itivism .in Latin 
Am~~ 1850-1900 (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1971) ; and 
Leopoldo Zea, D.Q§ etapas ~J pensamiento ~ iji:spanoamerica: 
~ J.:.QmanticisIn.Q .s.l j20sitivisIDQ (Mexico: El Colegio de 
Mexico, 1949) • 

. 20Joaquin V. Gonzalez, Interm~ (Buenos Aires: 
Jackson, n.d.), p. 63-4. 
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This new way of thinking, based on biology, psycho

logy, and "natural laws" of society, was welcomed in the 

Southern Cone as being a political weapon, a secular 

rationale, and a new approach to art. Under its guidance, 

Argentina and Uruguay prospered economically and politically. 

The countries began to shift from an agricultural to an 

industrial ~~~nomy, and the huge numbers of emigrants were 

viewed as the basis for an even greater, more Pxogressiye 

future.21 

However, the "law of progress" advocated by the 

Positivists, while quite effective as a philosophy of science 

and technology, did not successfully confront all the psycho-

10gi cal nee ds of human beings, nor di d it calm the fear s of 

what all this rapid advancement would lead to. Miguel Cane, 

for instance, wrote in 1877: 

Nuestros padres eran soldados, poetas y artistas-
nosotros somos tenderos, mercachif1es y agioti stas. 
Ahora un sig10, e1 sueno constante de 1a juventud era 
1a gloria, 1a patria, e1 amor: hoy es una concesion 
de ferrocarli1, para 1anzarse a vender1a a1 mercado 
de Londres. 2 

21For more background on this historical period, see 
Roberto F. Giusti, .M.Qmentos ::l aspectos ~ il £!,!ltu·ra .sU:~=. 
~ (Buenos Aires: Raigal, 1954), pp. 62-3; Angel Rama, 
"America Latina se incorpora a la econom!a y 1a literatura 
del liberalismo" in Ruben Dario ::l ~ mode-rnisID.2.l. c-i·rcun
-stancia socioeconOmJ&g.de.l.Ul Hll .smericano (Caracas: 
Bib1ioteca de la Universidad Central de Venezuela, 1970), pp. 
19-33; and Myron Lichtb1au, "The Argentine Novel in the 
Nineteenth Century," Diss. Columbia University 1957, pp. 212-
18. 

22 Migue1 Cani, Ensayos (Buenos Aires: La Tribuna, 
1877), p. 10. For the principal work of anti-Positivist 
reaction, see Jose Enrique Rodo, Arie1(Montevideo: Dorna1eche 
y Reyes, 1900). 



While Cane worried about the banality and foreign 

origin of the new mentality, there were other shortcomings as 

well to be found in it. The principal objection to strict 

European Positivism was that it did not recognize the irra-

tional forces in human behavior: instead, Positivism rejected 

metaphysics and believed that science constitutes the "ideal 

form of knowledge."23 Previous to the Positivists, the 

Romantics had regarded the irrational as a legitimate force 

in the universe; as Vicente F. Lopez writes in "Origen pSico

l6gico de la literatura," the Romantics believed that IsD~ 

tasla <imagination) and reason were not incompatible: 

La inteligencia tiene dos vlas para llegar hasta 
estas armonias y para expresarlas: 0 bien marcha por 
pasos graduados y conocidos de una en otra relacion 
hasta llegar al centro~ 0 bien se asienta de impro
viso sobre ese centro y recorre rapida y audazmente 
los puntos que corresponden con el--en el primer 
caso, comprende por medio de la .razon; en el segundo, 
por medio de la .f.Anlills. La razon y la fantas!a no 
son mas que dos modos distintos de ejercer la misma 
cantidad; y por eso es que la una puede elevarse a 
tanta altura como la otra ••• 24 

In Latin America, this recognition of extra-logical 

forces is never completely discarded, even by the scientific 

community. Even as fervent a positivist as Mercedes Cabello 

de Carbonera, in her influential 1& noye·la mode·rna (1892), 

could not accept European Naturalism in its totality: 

EI naturalismo ••• descompleto al hombre, elimi
nando de el, la parte m~s bella y noble, y no menos 
cierta del ser humano: el factor, 0 factores mas 

23Maurice Mandelbaum, History, HMlL .B..rul Reason;.. A 
study in Nineteenth Century Thought (Baltimore: John Hopkins 
Press, 1971), p. 11. 

24Vicente F. Lopez, "Origen pSicologico de la lite
ratura," 1& Revis·ta Literaria (Montevideo), 7 May 1865, p. 5. 



poderosos en la vida, los que con mayor dominio 
influyen en el destino del individuo~ esto es, el 
sentimiento y la pasion.25 
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As a materialist, neither could she accept the seeds of thE' 

fantastic inherent in naturalist works, which often chose the 

marginal and aberrent for their sUbject matter: 

[Los personajes de Zola] podr!an, con escasas excep
ciones, servir para los experimentos de un alienista 
o un hipnotizador. Son esp1ritus que adolecen de 
particularidades pSicopaticas, propias de la degene
racion mental; personajes fatalmente perturbados, 
descarriados y viciosos; ya sea por el atavismo de 
una generacion de borrachos y prostitutas; ya por 
tener esa constitucion neuropatica e hipnotizable, 
que determina la irresponsabilidad de las faltas; ya 
por estar inoculados del virus, que los condena a un 
destino que fatalmente se les impone: 0 bien por 
estar inficionados de la celula morbosa, que decide 
la conducta de toda una generacion que freno16gica
mente obedece a un dete~winismo fatal e ineludible. 
No, ese no es el hombre. 

This conflict between the recognition of the irra-

tional and the scepticism of science helps explain the uncer

tain position of the fantastic in the nineteenth century. 

Practically all of the writers in Argentina and Uruguay had 

scientlfic training or were involved in circles that ois-

cussed the latest ideas. Typically, the literary magazines 

of the time carried subtitles such as "revista de lit.e;;at~Jra 

y ciencia"27 and the clubs also combined the two studies; 

Garcia Merou, for instance, was a member of the C{rculo 

25Mercedes Cabello de Carbonera, ~ novela IDQQ~ 
(1892; rpt. Lima: Hora del Hombre, 1948), p. 19. 

26cabello de Carbonera, p. 27. 

27Ciencia in Spanish carries the meaning of "know
ledge" in a broader sense than in English. In Mexico, for 
example, the cient1.ficos were not necessarily experimental 
scientists, but rather a group of intellectuals. 
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Cient1fico y Literario and Holmberg attended the Academia 

Argentina de Ciencias y Letras. Several of the writers 

included in this study were scientists by profession: Hudson 

was an ornithologist, Holmberg a zoologist, Wilde a doctor, 

for examp1ee These writers' education and friendships led 

them to think pragmatically and logically, yet their practi

cal experience often brought them into contact with the 

abnormal and inexplicable. 

Thus, from inside the very scientific and progressive 

community that praised a nationalist, documentary literature, 

carne the parallel, though lesser known, questioning of the 

traditional realist concept of reality. In contrast with the 

short stories of realism, the fantastic is not a social 

document or li llliAt2 ~ .l.a .individua1idad .n.gcional. In 

fact, there is little effort to specify time, place, or 

historical setting, which was essential to realist literature 

of the 1800's. Instead, the fantastic short story focuses on 

two typical problems: the scientist confronted with an inci

dent that science cannot explain or a dream experience that 

cannot be satisfactorily separated from material reality. 

Therefore, while the realist convention was aimed at social 

progress through the examination of national customs, the 

fantastic was based on the limits of understanding the irra

tional. In "Primera noche de cementerio" by Eduardo Wilde 

(l899i, for example, the story follows a man after he dies 

and learns to exist in another world; in "El canto de 1a 

sirena" by Miguel Cane (1877) a musician discovers the 

greatest musical beauty by becoming insane; and in "Yerbas y 
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alfileres" by Juana Manuela Gorriti (1876), two doctors argue 

about what cured the patient, a new medicine or destroying a 

voodoo doll. 

The deviation from the convention of realism that can 

be seen in the fantastic concept of the function of Ii tera-

ture may be seen even more strikingly in its structure. 

until a new life perspective and literary expression become 

evident in the twentieth century, there is a surprising 

uniformity in the structure of the fantastic tale. Every 

modern reader is familiar with it: a personalized narrator 

telling a strange event to a personalized listener, and 

terminating the narration without reconciling the event to 

ordinary reality. These three elements--the personalized 

narrator, frame narration, and suspended narration28--are so 

typically part of the fantastic that it is difficult to 

remember that they were an innovation of the nineteenth 

century_ The innovation stems not from inventing the ele-

ments; they had existed previously as part of the story 

28These are established concepts in critical thought. 
The personalized narrator, for example, has been extenr,ively 
studied by such critics as Wayne C. Booth, ~ Rhetor.i£ .21 
Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961); and 
Susan Sniader Lanser, ~ Narrative A£t (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1981). Lanser's bibliography is 
particularly useful for further study. A good history of the 
frame narration may be found in Hans Bracher, ·Rahmenerzahlung 
.Y.D.,Q ~llandtes .bll ~ Keller. ~ .M~ l!1l.Q ~ .s.t..Q.[:m 
(Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1975). Suspended narration is 
exam ined in, for example, Martin Swales, ~ Ge·rman Noyelle 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977). For examples 
of how these narrative elements have been applied to the 
fantastic, see Swales, !rM .GUIDAn NQvelle; and Tzvetan 
Todorov, ll'he Fan·tastic: A Struc.t.Y~ App-roach .t,Q S! Li~~n 
Genre. 
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teller's art. Instead, the innovation consists in combining 

the three elements to form a closely-knit triad of conven

tions that dominated the fantast1c story throughout the nine

teenth century. There were, of course, efforts at variation 

and experimentation--as will be seen in the chapters ana

lyzing specific stories--but the structural conventions of 

the tale of the fantastic were not truly challenged until 

such writers as Borges and Cortazar began to create a diffe

rent kind of story more suitable for the terrors of this 

century. 

This group of literary conventions has been exten

sively studied in Germany, where the brilliant and disturbing 

Novelle of the early 1800 's has challenged readers and 

critics alike. Recently there has been similar study in 

France, following Todorov's Structuralist essay. Of course, 

the number of studies in the United states about Poe is 

immense, and in England there is also a large number of 

studies about the linguistic fantasies of Lewis Carroll and 

the Gothic mysteries of Ann Radcliffe. Latin Ameri can 

critics have added their own ideas, especially regarding 

magical realism. From these international studies, again 

there arises remarkable unity of opinion. Always keeping in 

mind the particular characteristics of the story in Hispanic 

America, the conventions of the tale of terro~ and the fan

tastic may be studied from a truly international perspective. 

The first two elements in the conventional structure 

of the tale of the fantastic--the personalized narrator and 
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frame narration--are closely related. They both place an 

interpretive distance between the events narrated and the 

reader. strange events in themselves do not necessarily need 

an interpretive distance; fairy tales, for instance, are 

never told in first person, nor are the Arabian Nights, nor 

the tales of caballer!as. In these examples, the events, 

strange as they may be, are presented quite literally and do 

not arouse doubt or uneasiness.29 

The events of the fantastic are, however, presented 

in a different spirit. They present a challenge to our 

previously understood conventions of reality. The narrator 

becomes a personified presence, either a participant or ob-

server of the events. The reader must judge the narrator's 

presence for reliability and credibility. Often the narrator 

anticipates the reader's wariness and claims that the events 

are inexplicable but true.30 Can the narrator be trusted? 

The lack of an answer to this question is characteristic of 

the fantastic tale: 

Implicitly the question is raised of how one 
mediates between the remarkable and unusual exper
iences described and the presupposed human generality 
the narrative voice evokes. Often the only possible 
mediation is irony, in that the narrator stands for 
one thing, but tells a story in such a way that his 
own stance is questioned by the implicit intimation 
of other possible perspectives which the story as a 

29Tzvetan Todorov, ~b~ 2AD~AR~jgL A ~~~~~~~~~l 
Approagb.t.Q oS Lite·ra·ry ~n're, trans. Richard Howard (Cleve
land: The Press of Case Western Reserve University, 1973), 
pp. 83-4. 

30 Jean Bellemin-Noi:H, "Des formes fantastiques aux 
themes fantasmatiques," Litterature, 2 (1971>, p. 110. See 
also Louis Vax, ~ ::l li·teratura fantasticas (Buenos Aires: 
Editorial Universitario, 1963), pp. 7-8. 



whole makes. In other words, the novelle frequently 
centers upon a hermeneutic tension that makes for 
ironic intimation rather than explicit statements.3l 
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Moreover, this narrator "frames" the strange events by pla

cing them in a mundane context: a letter or a conversation 

between friends, for example. On the one hand, this places 

the events at a safe distance from the reader, who is only 

eavesdropping on a conversation or reading someone else's 

letter. There might, after all, be a logical explanation 

coming in the next letter. On the other hand, the ordinary 

reality of the context can serve to highlight the spookiness 

of the material or create a mystery where there was not one 

bef ore: 

••• the story actually told tends to center upon 
experiences that are somehow unusual, unique, iso
lated from the common run of human affairs. The 
frame establishes a context around the particular 
inset story. That context can serve to mediate 
interpretively between the isolated experience or set 
of experiences and the generality of the social uni
verse, or it can serve to isolate the experiences 
still more--by failing to come to terms with them.32 

Therefore, the narration, itself ironic, places the burden of 

resolution on the reader: 

[The fantastic] confronts that which is marginal to 
the reliably understood universe, and from that con
frontation there seldom results either an unequivocal 
vindication of the marginal experience or an unequi
vocal vindication of the societal universe. Rather, 
we are made aware of what it means to attempt the 
interpretation of something that resists the act of 
interpretation ••• If that new experience does not 

3lSwales, p.55. 

32swales, p. 53. See also Roberto Reis, "0 fan
tastico do poder e 0 poder do fantastico," ~deolQgies and 
.L...illrature, 3, no. 13 (980), p. 6. 



lend itself easily to our interpretation, then, as we 
attempt to understand it, we have to become conscious 
of our preunderstanding--and we have to be prepared 
to relativize it.33 
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Thus, the reader of a fantastic short story must interpret 

the story from three perspectives: 1. the events themselves, 

2. the means of knowing about these events, that is, the 

narrator, and 3. how these events relate to the reader's own 

system of values. 

This interpretive experience is unique to the fantas-

tic during the nineteenth century. The works of realism left 

no questions unanswered, no conflict unexplained. A review 

of the realist stories of the time--especially the ~ioll9 

stories such as those collected by Benjamln Fernandez y 

Medina34--reveals a three-part sequence of 1. conflict or 

establishment of problem, 2. process of resolution, and 3. 

resolution.35 There is no need for frame, personalized nar

rator, or suspended narration; indeed, they would throw into 

doubt the goals of the realist story. If, as previously 

discussed, the function of nineteenth century realism was 

social progress through the examination of national customs, 

then the narrator must be trustworthy, omniscient, and care

ful to include an entire episode with no disturbing omissions 

or abrupt endings. The realist structural conventions were 

33swales, p. 55. 

34Benjamln Fernandez y Medina, AntolQgia u-rugu~ 
(Montevideo: A. Barreiro y Ramos, 1894). See also George J. 
Becker, Realism in Modern Literaty~ (New York: Frederick 
Ungar, 1980), pp. 104-6. 

35 see Claude Bremond, L99ig~~ ~~ ~~£i~ (Paris: 
Editions du Seuil, 1973), pp. 131-2, et passim. 
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designed to explain; the fantastic structural conventions 

were created to arouse doubt. 

In addition, the structural conventions of the fan-

tastic reflect the life perspective of this "deviation"; 

instead of the slow, steady evolution of a realist work, the 

fantastic--with its sudden changes and purposefully incom

plete narration--is "la vision de una humanidad que va hacia 

un destino no por un lento proceso, no por un pausado des

arrollo, sino por una vertiginosa transformacion."36 The 

choice of the short story genre itself helps reinforce the 

sudden transformations of the fantastic; unlike the novel 

with its slow accumulation of sequences of events, the story 

concentrates on just one central event, isolated from a 

larger context of time. As Mark Schorer points out, a story 

reveals a "shift in awareness" while the novel liaspires to 

trace a development of being. • • [The] s~ort story is an art 

of moral revelation, the novel an art of moral evolution."37 

Certainly the R!o de la Plata region was undergoing great 

social, political, and economic changes during the 1800's; we 

may speculate that the preference for the short story, and in 

particular, the choice of the fantastic, may be linked to 

these changes. In view of these changes, reading fantastic 

short stories could also provide an escape, a journey into 

novel and unusual ideas. 

36Haydee Flesca, Antologla ~ lite·ra·tu·ra fantas·tica 
argentina (Buenos Aires: Kapelusz, 1970), I, p. 13. 

37Mar k Schorer, ~ S·tory: A Critical AntholQgy (New 
York: Prentice-Hall, 1950), p. 433. 
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This, then, is the historical context of the nine

teenth century fantastic short story. Caught up in the rapid 

changes of the 1800 's, Argentina and Uruguay welcomed new 

ideas from abroad, yet altered and questioned them to fit 

their own special circumstances. The fantastic proved one 

way of challenging previously understood concepts of reality. 

In its structure as well as its function, the fantastic 

requires an interpretive reading experience not typical of 

realistic conventions of the same period. 

A careful examination of the stories themselves will 

provide the particular details of this general description of 

the fantastic and its characteristics. The stories actually 

written during this period represent many styles and ideas, 

yet they can be grouped into cert.ain general categories: the 

psychological fanta sti c, the scienti f ic fantasti c, and the 

folkloric fantastic. While other groupings of the stories 

are quite possible--they can be studied chronologically, for 

instance--this organization focuses on the ideas current 

during the 1800 IS. 

The first group, the dream fanta st i c, incl uC!~ S "Las 

palidas viajeras" by Carlos Guido y Spano, "El gnomon and "La 

botella de champagne" by Carlos Monsalve, "Aguas del Aque

ronte" by Julio Herrera y Reissig, and "La primera noche de 

cementerio" by Eduardo Wilde. The fantastic of dreams 

employs the irrational forces of the mind to find a truth 

that the rational mind cannot discover by conventional means. 

The language of the dream fantastic is an especially 
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interesting problem, since it must express an irrational and 

often inexpressable experience. 

The dream fantastic is followed by the fantastic of 

insanity. The stories studied in this section are wEI canto 

de la sirena n by Miguel Cane, "La metamusica n by Leopoldo 

Lugones, nEI hombre de la levita grisn by Carlos Olivera, and 

"La lengua" by Horacio Quiroga. In the first two stories, 

insanity is presented as a divine madness, enabling the 

protagonist to reach superhuman goals. In the second pair of 

stories, the madness is destructive. 

The third category is the scientific fantastic. This 

group, in contrast with the first, tends to adopt a more 

unemotional tone in keeping with its scientific narrator. 

More than merely wary of rational thought, these stories 

examine the capacity for evil inherent in scientific investi

gation. The image of Frankenstein--that is, the scientist 

who seeks forbidden knowledge--occurs frequently. The sto

ries included in this group are: "Los muertos a hora fija n by 

Carlos Olivera, nHoracio Kalibang n by Eduardo L. Holmberg, 

"Fantas!a nocturna" by Mart!n Garc!a Merou, nUn fenomeno 

inexplicable" by Lugones, "De un mundo a otro n by Monsalve, 

and "Cirug!a pSlquica de extirpacion" by Macedonio Fernandez. 

The last group is the folkloric fantastic, which 

includes the stories "Yerbas y alfil~resn by Juana Manuela 

Gorriti, "EI perro interior" by Carlos Octavio Bunge, "Marta 

Riquelme" by William H. Hudson, and "EI lobi son" by Horacio 

Quiroga. In these stories, the author uses an element of 

folklore within a modern context to juxtapose rational 
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science and folk science, ie., witchcraft. One of the few 

stories to examine· the conflict between the European and 

Indian worlds, Hudson's nMarta Riquelme n, belongs to this 

group. In all these stories, the rational, nonsuperstitious 

forces are weaker than the irrational, mythological forces. 

Most of the authors mentioned above are not well 

known, with four exceptions. Herrera y Reissig is well 

known, but due to his poetry, not prose. He wrote only four 

stories, all of which are written in an elaborate Modernist 

style. Hudson also is more noted for his work in another 

genre; his novel Green ~gn§iQn§ was a popular success in 

England and the Uni ted sta te s, even being made into a film in 

1958. The other two famous writers, Lugones and Quiroga, 

achieved much of their fame on the basis of their fantastic 

short stories. Their work is already so well studied that it 

is difficult to find works that awaken fresh interest in the 

reader. Quiroga's nA la deriva,n for example, is included in 

many anthologies of the Latin American story. Hence, this 

investigation will consider such stories as nEl lobisonn and 

nEl haschichn which are practically unknown. By not allowing 

these two writers to overshadow the writers of lesser fame, 

their works gain a new perspective. On the one hand, it 

becomes clear that they were men of their time, sharing many 

ideas and techniques with their contemporaries. Yet, such a 

comparison also illustrates the mastery that Lugones and 

Quiroga brought to their art, a mastery that makes them stand 

out from their fellow writers. Since the other writers 
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included in this study are relatively unknown, brief bio

graphical details will be footnoted. 

The stories listed above are selected to give a 

general idea of the fantast~c short story during the nine

teenth century. Some are more technically sophisticated than 

others; some are more experimental than others. It is hoped 

that a detailed analysis of the stories, keeping in mind the 

historical background of the time, will provide a more com

plete understanding of the fantastic as it evolved from the 

nineteenth to the twentieth century. Moreover, it is hoped 

that such an analysis will reveal what characteristics of the 

fantastic short story in Latin America are unique and what 

elements it shares with the European and North American 

fantastic. 



CHAPTER 2 

Of the fantastic short stories written in Argentina 

and Uruguay in the nineteenth century, many can be grouped 

into the general category of the psychological fantastic, 

that is, when the unknown forces of the mind overturn a 

rationally ordered reality. The unknown forces can take 

various forms such as dreams and insanity. This chapter will 

investigate the dream fantastic, and the following chapter 

will consider fantastic madness. 

While the existence of both dreams and insanity is 

unquestioned, their relationship with waking, rational exis

tence is not well understood. Dreams, for instance, occur to 

everyone wi th such regularity that they are usually forgot

ten. Yet, how and why they occur are still questions that 

intrigue both science and literature. Where do the images in 

dreams come from? Do they have meaning, and if so, what do 

they mean? These questions are particularly difficult to 

answer, since creams are intangible and ephemeral. Under 

these condi ticns, the methods of scientific observation are 

difficult to control adequately. For this reason, some nine

teenth century scientists such as Spencer ruled out dreams as 

27 
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an object of scientific inquiry.l However, some Positivists 

believed that they could apply adapted forms of the scienti

fic method to the study of dreamsw The optimism of the new 

scientific approach to psychology can be seen in the writings 

of Jose Ingenieros (1877-1925): 

Mientras los filosofos que ignor=n las ciencias 
bio16gicas han seguido discutiendo sobre el "alma", 
el "esplritu", la "razon pura" 0 la "idea transce
denteR, los hombres de ciencia, que estudian la 
fisiologia cerebral y la patolog!a mental, se han 
visto obligados a estudiar "funciones de organos" y 
"al teraciones de funciones que corresponden a al tera
ciones de 6rganos" ••• [Las ciencias bio16gicas] han 
concordado unanimamente en transformar la "ciencia 
del eSp'lritu" en una "ciencia de funciones biolo
gicas. "2 

The cUlmination of such scientific intentions appeared at the 

end of the nineteenth century, written by another positivist 

seeking to make psychology a true science: The Interpretation 

of Dreams (1900) by Sigmund Freud. 

While researchers were investigating dreams from a 

scientific viewpoint, writers of the fantastic were utilizing 

dreams for their own literary purposes. For the writer of 

the fantastic, dream experiences explore the marginal and 

mysterious rather than the typical or expected aspects of 

life. In this sense, it is an opportunity for the writer to 

experiment in theme and style: 

Experience psychologique marginale, Ie reve est 
aussi un mode d'expression marginale ~ aux frontieres 

lSee Jean Piaget, ed., L~~i~~~ ~~ £~DDAi~~AD£~ 
scientifigue (Paris: Gallimard, 1967), pp. 927-9l~ and Hans
Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method (New York: Seabury, 1975). 

2Jose Ingenieros, "Las ciencias nuevas y las leyes 
viejas" in Ciencia ~ filosof!a: seis ensayos (Madrid: Edito
rial America, 1918), p. 59. 



de la conscience, clest une zone plus vague mais, 
aussi, plus libre et QU peuvent slexperimenter, sans 
engagem ent, les nouvelles image s, les nouvelle s 
idees, les nouvelles logiques. Dlautre part, Ie 
reve, cet autre monde a la portee de tous, est une 
consolation bon marche ala banalite et aux soucis de 
ce monde-ci; de meme qui il donne une marge a la 
pensee, Ie reve donne une marge a nos inquietudes.3 
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In the fantastic, dreams appe&t as an exporience independent 

of waking experience. Dreams may lead to self-knowledge (as 

in "Las palidas viajeras"), enlightenment (as in nEl gnomon), 

or salvation ("La botella de champagne n and nAguas del 

Aqueronte"). This characteristic is not shared by the dream 

fantastic of the twentieth century; in the works of Julio 

Cortazar, for example, the interruption of dreams leads to 

the destruction-of the protagoni st.4 

To convey these experimental themes requi res an 

appropriate style as well. In addition to the general narra-

tive features of the fantastic--personalized narrator, frame 

discourse, and suspended narration--the dream fantastic has a 

special problem of language, simply because the hidden forces 

of the mind are inexpressible through normal diction. To 

capture the emotional, disturbing effects of a dream, the 

writer communicates by means of another image on a non-

rational level. As Bousquet points out, the writer of a 

dream faces the problem of ~comment exprimer, avec les choses 

et les mots de la realite (les seuls dont nous disposions), 

3Jacques Bousquet, l&e themes .dY ~ .dane .lg litter
ature romantique (Paris: Didier, 1964), p. 334. 

4 See, for example, "La noche boca arri ba," "Las babas 
del diablo", or "Continuidad de los parques n in Julio Corta
zar, Los relatos (Madrid: Alianza, 1976). 
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autre chose que la realib~?"S Faced with this problem, the 

writers studied here chose various approaches: Carlos Guido y 

Spano chose a poetic, rhythmic prose ("Las palidas via-

jeras"), Carlos Monsalve used sarcasm contrasted with dark 

images ("La botella de champagne" and "El gnomo"), and Julio 

Herrera y Reissig wrote in the elaborate, erotic style of 

Modernism ("Aguas del Aqueronte"). This special narrative 

language sets the dream fantasti c apart from the fantastic of 

madness, the scientific fantastic, and the folkloric fantas

tic. 

After presenting these four stories that are typical 

of the dream fantastic, another story, "La primera noche de 

cementerio", will be studied that is not typical. It is the 

dream as nightmare, a journey into horror and death. Yet 

even though this story differs from the others in that it 

explores the dark aspect of dreaming, the special problem of 

language that is characteristic of the dream fantastic is 

still present, this time in the form of satire and images of 

death • 

An early example of the dream fantasti c is "Las 

palidas viajeras" by Carlos Guido y Spano.6 By means of a 

dream, the story's narrator must face his own illusions. 

SBousquet, p. 342. 

6carlos Guido y Spano <1827-1918) was one of the 
first Argentine poets of the nineteenth century. He pio
neered dramatic and literary criticism in Argentina, and also 
served in various government posts. His principal prose work 
is Rafagas (1879). See Carlos Alberto Loprete Carlos Guido ~ 
12J2MlQ (Buenos Aires: Ministerio de Educaci6n and Justicia, 
1962) • 
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This story illustrates both the power of dreaming and the 

special language that characterize this group of stories. 

The narrator stands on a beach, staring out into the waves. 

The atmosphere is heavy a~·.d foreboding: 

••• mi alma, como una ave triste que se 1evantase 
de un sepu1cro, rompio el vue10 al fulgor del astro 
melanc6lico, rozando con sus alas los carmenes yermos 
del pasado. Y podrla agregar tambien que mis recuer
dos brotaron de entre aquellas tinieblas, como 
lamparas vacilantes que iluminasen de repente las 
ruinas de un temp10 antiguo abandonado.7 

Soon he sees a vision, a boat with beautiful young women as 

passengers: "Vest:fan unas largas tunicas que por su diafani-

dad y sutileza se las hubiera creido tejidos de aire y de 

rayos de luna. Llevaban suelto el dorado cabello y en sus 

frentes sin color, guirnaldas ya marchitas que un viento 

helado deshojaba. n (60) He begs the old man steering the 

boat to tell him who the women are. Finally the old man 

replies: n __ y bien! me dijo con una voz sepu1cral--Desven-

turado! son tus ilusiones! ••• n (62) 

The language of nLas palidas viajeras n is charged 

with tension, a feature that is vital to the effects of the 

fantastic during the nineteenth century. Perhaps for this 

reason, many poets--such as Guido y Spano? Leopoldo Lugones, 

and of course, Edgar A11;.tn Poe--experimented with fantastic 

prose. In nLas palidas viajeras n the colors are tones of 

black and white1 the Btory is replete with adjectives of 

darkness and death: 

7carlos Guido y Spano, nLas palidas viajeras" in 
Rafagas (Buenos Aires: Igon Hermanos, 1879), pp. 59-60. All 
further references to this work appear in the text. 



Ese silencio era solo interrumpido por el estrepito 
monotono del mar que se quebraba acompasadamente en 
la orilla. Sus ondas espesas ten!an un color como de 
tinta. Se arrastraban anchas, pesadas, imponentes, y 
con un mugido lamentable, que remedaba un eco angus
tioso del mundo subterraneo de los muertos. (59) 
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Even the narrator's memories, the central image of light, are 

"lamparas vacilantes. n 

This effect is heightened by the lyrical images such 

as nlos carmenes yermos del pasado n and tunics ntejidas de 

aire y de rayos de luna. n The narrative is also very 

rhythmic: nLas brisas marinas dorm!an en el cAliz de los 

amarillentos nenufares" (59). This poetic prose not only 

serves the purpose of narrating events~ it also expresses the 

emoti onal content of the events. 

While Guido y Spano, being primarily a poet, 

naturally sought a poetic prose expression, Carlos Monsalve8 

in "El gnomon approaches the subject of dreams with a scien

tific-sounding language, as the narrator explains to a friend 

how to observe another's dreams: 

••• pones la mano derecha sobre el corazon del 
durmiente, de manera que ejerza una suave presi6n en 
la epidermis. Los dos fluidos se comunican por el 
poder de la voluntad~ la corriente queda establecida 
y entonces se ordena al que duerme, que obedez~, que 
hable, que revele sus mas ocultos pensamientos. 

8Carlos Monsalve (1859-1940) was an Argentine jour
nalist and poli tician. Besides his extensive contributions 
to the periodical of the time, he also published a version of 
Ollantay. He frequently wrote short stories, several of 
which are fantastic. His most important work is Paginas 
literarias (1881). 

9Carlos Monsalve, "El gnomon in paginas .lllerarias 
(Buenos Aires: Imprenta de Ostwald y MartInez, 1881>, p. 184. 
All further references to this work and "La botella de cham
pagne n appear in the text. 
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The need for the scientific atmosphere is explained, when the 

narrator's friend says that he does not believe in an act 

that ntiene algo de c'bala, algo de sortilegio, algo de 

nicromancia n: 

--Bah! no es que no creas, sino que nadie acepta un 
buen fondo bajo una mala forma y si hubiese tratado 
de explicarte el caso por medio de la fisiologia, 0 
mejor, por las misteriosas corrientes magneticas que 
ponen en comunicacion a los individuos, mediante el 
contacto y la vOluntad, te hubiera parecido 10 mas 
verosl mil y sencillo. (182) 

By immediately confronting the problem of whether the process 

of observing another's dreams is credible, the author ndares n 

the reader to set aside scientific prejudices. If the reader 

can accept the method as plausible, then the story can pro

ceed. 

The narrator begins the contact with a sleeping 

friend, Os car, who des c ri be s a dream of ruins and no ct urnal 

birds. He sees beautiful women on one side and dark figures 

wrapped in robes on the other. He avoids the dark figures, 

preferring the women, in whose company he feels happy and 

hopeful: 

ElIas me impiden dudar de la ciencia de estos anci
anOS1 su presencia me consuela; alientan y vivifican 
mi espIritu, y, a traves de las brumas, me envlan sus 
resplandores, infundi'ndome lanza de alcanzar a las 
comarcas de la luz, y fe para soportar con valor mi 
encierro en e stas regiones maldi tas. 

Entonces creo que esos ancianos meditan, tranqui
lamente, sobre grandes y terribles problemas, cuya 
solucion encontraran en la inmensidad de su sabi
durla. 

La fe y la esperanza, innundandome con un bano de su 
luz empirea, me adormecen en un sueno, en un extasis, 
suave, placentero e intenso. (193) 
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Then the gnome appears, carrying "la lampara de Psiquis, que 

indudablemente Ie ha sido robado por este demonio" (196). 

The gnome orders Oscar to uncover the wrapped figures. He 

does so, only to discover that there is nothing underneath 

the cloth: 

--Descubre a los demas,--me dice el genio,--despo
jales de esas apariencias venerables y encontraras, 
en muchos, debajo de los pliegues de esas ropas, 10 
hueco y 10 repugnante. 

Vuelvo a obedecer y el encanto desaparece otra vez. 
La luz de la lam para penetra en mi alma, que entri
stecida. y desconsolada. contempla la realidad miser
able de 10 qL1e antes era obj eto de su cuI to. (197) 

Once again, as in "Las palidas viajeras", the dream reveals 

the truth; it strips away all illusions. 

As Rupert Allen points out in his article "The Roman

tic Element in Bret6n's .M'yertete::.::.i~ verasl.", the Romantic 

process of disillusionment is "bound up with the traj ectory 

of libido from childhood to manhood. nlO The threshold of 

adulthood leaves behind the child's illusions, using the word 

"illusions" in the sense of "optimistic dreams of love, 

happiness, or harmony.n The adult views these childhood 

dr earn sin another sense of ill usi on, tha t of "in corr e ct 

interpretations of reality.nll 

The tone of disillusionment is repeatef! by Monsalve 
_/ 

in "La botella de champagne." In this story, the narrator's 

waking thoughts are sarcastic and bitter, while his dream is 

told in images of darkness and fear. In "La botella de 

lORupert Allen, "The Romantic Element in Breton's 
Muertete--;~ veras,n Hispanic Review 34 (1966), p. 219. 

11 Allen, p. 219. 
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champagne", the narrator contemplates suicide as a flight 

from his hunger and poverty. He is embittered by his situa

":lon--"llevaba ~r:Lo en el alma, quiero decir en el bo1sillo, 

porque ~1 bolsi1lo es el alma de la epoca"--yet too proud to 

beg: nyo pertenec:La a esta clase de parias, que se ven conde

nados si roban, escarnecidos si piden" (10). On the beach he 

finds a full bottle of champagne. He drinks the champagne 

and becomes drunk. In his drunken dream, he meets "un hombre 

disfrazado de botella 0 mas probablemente una botella disfra

zada de hombre" (15). The bottle-man leads him through a 

strange for est: 

Algunas plantas se entrelazaban a otras que oprimlan 
y aniquilaban: muchas, de extraordinarias propor
ciones, azotaban con sus ramas a las mas proximas y 
debiles: todas parec:Lan poseldas de las mismas 
pasiones y afecciones que los hombres. En el estram
botico follaje titilaban transparentes gotas que no 
eran de roc:Lo, ni de resina, sino que mas bien pare
clan lagrimas, lagrimas de dolor. (17) 

Then the bottle-man shows the narrator an abyss which repre-

sents his conscience: "Estabamos al borde de un abismo 

profundo, insondable: me incline hacia tH, escudrifie su 

fondo, y alIa, a lejana distancia, aparecio una sombra tan 

inconcebiblemente negra, que oscurecio las mismas tinieblas 

del antro." (18) The narrator draws back: "Desperteme 

horrorizado y me encontre debajo de la mesa, cerca de una 

botella rota y vac!a. La idea del suicidio no volvio a 

halagarme, pero en mi alma qued6 una duda: tFue suefio 0 

realidad?" (18) Even though the dream is dark and fearful, 

it offers salvation, rescuing the narrator from suicide. 
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Disillusionment and suicide appear again in "Aguas 

del Aqueronte't- by Julio Herrera y Reissig.12 The ti tIe of the 

story refers to Acheron, one of the rivers of death in Hades, 

according to Greek mythology. The central character, 

Rodolfo, is a raro in the sense that Modernists used to 

describe a poet not fitted for vulgar society: 

Caminaba lentamente. Ni un pliegue en su fisonom!a. 
En su jacquet ni una arruga. Sus ojos de narc6tico 
vagaban con dulzuras nazarenas en un eter metafi si co. 
Sus miradas, casi minerales, de profeta que desper
tara en su cripta despues de largos sig10s, extravi
abanse en lejanas simpat!as ultraterrestres, determi
nando en su rostro de heladas irradiacines la evoca
cion de un paisaje absurdo ••• 13 

Having lost his beloved Flerida to his friend Mauricio, 

Rodolfo decides to follow the example of Werther and kill 

himself with arsenic. His friends, Mauricio and Roberto, 

protest that arsenic is vulgar, but Rodolfo explains his 

choice: 

y entonces,~que? •• voy a sembrar la alfombra 
de encefelo, a descomponer mi rostro? Odio las 
balas, atributos criminales de la estupidez famelica. 
Odio el fue~o, simbolo de la Vida. iHacer uso de un 
revol ver! I Vaya un suicidio industrial! iResuel ta
mente ustedes no me conocen, bellos Epicuros! ••• y 
esas flores y ese arte, y este frac azul, ique bien 
iban a lucirse llenos de sangre y animalidad! (66) 

l2Julio Herrera y Reissig <1875-1910) is usually re
garded as one of Uruguay's principal poets, but he also wrote 
literary criticism and a mere four short stories. His legen
dary morphine use was the only relief for the pain caused by 
a congenital heart disorder. The bibliography of his work is 
extensive: for his biography see Magela Flores Mora, JuliQ 
Herrera ~ Reissig, estudio biografico (Montevideo: Editorial 
Letras, 1947): and Herminia Herrera y Reissig, Vida intima ~ 
Julio Herrera ~ Reissig (Montevideo: Amerindia, 1943). 

13Julio Herrera y Reissig, "Aguas del Aqueronte" in 
Pros~s: cr !tica, cuentos r comentarios (Montev ideo: Maxi mino 
Garc1a, 1918), pp. 62-3. All further references to this work 
appear in the text. 
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Mauricio offers a mysterious poison instead that promises a 

more poetic death. Rodolfo accepts. As the injection begins 

to take effect, Rodolfo sees visions that take on the 

appearance of Flerida. As Rodolfo becomes unconscious, the 

two friends leave, knowing that the "poison" was a non-fatal 

dose of morphine. As they leave, Mauricio explains: "Que se 

d i v i e r t a una no c h e. • • s i n e 1 am or o 1 a m or f in a 1 a v i da e s 

una estupidez. Y aun asf ••• "(75). 

The embroidered language that is so striking in this 

story is an attempt to deal with the challenging task of 

expressing a drug experience in words.l4 Herrera y Reissig 

was aware of the visionary nature of art, as he wrote in a 

critical article: 

Basta lo inverosimil en Arte es una verdad. La 
s e n sa c i 6 n , s e gun u n f i 1 o s of o , e s una al u c i n a c i 6 n 
verdadera, el devaneo de los sentidos ahumados, la 
hipnosis de las facultades representativas. En el 
imperio de la Quimera, ser visionario es ser real, es 
ver el fondo. La naturaleza tiene tambien su fanta
sia, sus ernociones, sus rarezas y sus 1ncubos, una 
pujanza de irnaginaci6n que no sera jamas igualada. 
( 112) 

This, then, is how he describes Rodolfo's morphine dream: 

Terminada la inyecci6n segunda, incrust6se entre sus 
labios una sonrisa de piedra. El efecto fue maravi
lloso. Comenz6 por una ascencion transparente de 
atomos sensoriales, por un desprendimiento an!rnico de 
sensaciones gaseosas que volaban en un eter inefable 
de transportes bacia el cenit del cerebro: era un 
bolide de cien mil alas, una mul titud evanescente de 
caprichos ultrarnundanos, un espolvoreo er6tico de 
nebulosas de placer que le sub1an desde la medula en 
rafagueos muy tenues. Despues, un arrebato sordo 
hacia una inercia de Dicha, un distendimiento de 

14see Meyer Howard Abrams, ~ ~l~ Qf ParadiB~ 
(Folcroft, Pennsylvania: Folcroft Press, 1969); and Alethea 
Hayter, ~ID and the Egmantic Imagination (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1968). 



perezas refinadas sobre terciopelos indefinibles, un 
al ivio de extenuaciones bea tlficas que en vagorosas 
blanduras se sumergi'an aturdidamente, como en tricli
nios de Gloria ••• Se hallaba ebrio de todas las 
ebriedades. (75) 
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The language of this passage principally depends on images of 

flight and weightlessness: "ascension transparente", "sensa

ciones gaseosas", "un eter inefable de transportes", and 

"cie n mil alas." The ero ti c sense s are aroused: "un espo 1-

voreo er6tico de nebulosas de placer que Ie sublan desde la 

medula en rafagueos muy tenues. Desp(H~s, un arrebato sordo 

hacia una inercia de Dicha ••• " 

The sensual qual ities of this language may be con

trasted with the dry, scientific language of Quiroga's "El 

hasch ich". Qui roga' s story is not fantasti c~ instead it is 

presented in the form of a scientific experiment, with 

detailed time tables, dosages, and an impersonal, fragmented 

narration: "Sensacion de angustia. Ideas terrorificas, 

visiones de monstruos e Imposibilidad de hablar por alej a-

miento de esplritu. Necesidad de mirar atentamente una cosa, 

y, una vez fijada, sensaciones diversas y alucinatorias 

motivadas por ese objeto.,,15 Quiroga maintains a distance 

from the exper ience, nam ing th e ef fect s ("sensaciones 

diversas") rather than trying to express the experience to 

the reader. For Herrera y Reissig, the narration tries to 

admit the reader into the world of the drug experience, 

however vicariously. 

15Horacio Quiroga, "El haschich" in Cuentos completos 
(Montevideo~ Ediciones de la Plaza, 1978), p. 97. All fur
ther references to this work appear in the text. 
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An even more important difference between the real

istic wEI haschich" and the non-realistic "Aguas del 

Aqueronte" is the function of the dreams. In Quirogas's 

story, the dreams are terrifying and the story becomes a 

cautionary tale: -Voy a contar 10 que senti: 10 para instruc

cion de los que no conocen practicamente la droga: 20 para 

los apologistas de o!das del c'lebre narc6tico" (95). In 

Herrera y Reissig's story, the dreams are salvation: "Sin el 

amor 0 la morfina la vida es una estupidez." Just as the 

dream saves the narrator in "La botella de champagne" from 

suicide, so too does the dream in "Aguas del Aqueronte." 

The stories studied here thus far have all presented 

dreams as beneficial, leading to self-knowledge, the strip-

ping away of false illusions, and salvation from death. Yet, 

there is another kind of dream, one that does not offer 

escape or pleasure. This dream is the nightmare, when the 

mind leads the helpless dreamer into fear and horror. 

Eduardo Wilde16 wrote just such a nightmare, basing the story 

on the greatest fear of all: fear of death. The story begins 

with a man dying, surrounded by his family. The nurse--nun 

l6Eduardo Wilde (1844-1913) was a physician, pro
fessor, and statesman. He was actively involved in public 
health and lay education. He fought for many measures to 
improve public hygiene and thus prevent the tragic epidemics 
that then plagued BUenos Aires. His principal theme is 
death p perhaps due to his personal involvement with the 
epidemics. His story "Tini" is said to have put all Buenos 
Aires in tears. See Florencio Escard6, Ensayo sobre Eduardo 
Wilde (Buenos Aires: Lautaro. 1943): and Juan Antonio Solari, 
Eduardo Wilde ~ ~ laicismo argentino (Buenos Aires: Publica
ciones de la Liga Argentina de Cultura Laica, 1948). 
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verdugo bajo la forma de una cuidadora,,17_-a dministers a 

medicine -perfectamente inutil pero aprobado para el caso" 

(86). The man dies, and the funeral arrangements begin, all 

described in harsh language; not even the presiding pr iest 

escapes the sarcasm: -La concurrencia rodea el feretro: un 

sacerdote que se ha puesto la camisa sobre la ropa, abre un 

pequeno libro que ha leldo mil veces y que ya debra saber de 

memoria, y lee a duras penas, un parrafo literario en ladn, 

sin conseguir que alma vivient:e 10 entienda." (89) The 

funeral is over, and the dead man is left alone in the ceme-

tery under the earth. Now the narrator begins to emerge, 

speaking di rect.ly to ntu, acompanante indiferente, que 

viniste a este ~;:ntierro para cumplir un deber social n (90). 

The narrator explains his horror of nightfall at the 

cemetery: 

Me horroriza la idea de que me dejen en el cemen
terio, en medio de gentes que no hablan y acomodado 
entre siniestras cajas como un bulto cualquiera de 
almacen. Por fin, durante el dla, la instalacion en 
el cementerio no parece tan desagradable~ pero cuando 
comienza a retirarse la luz, cuando los ruidos cesan, 
cuando la puerta se cierra y el administrador se va a 
su casa, cuando ya en el recinto no queda alma 
v iv iente ••• i oh que espa nto! (93) 

He then fantasizes how the dead man becomes accustomed to 

death. First, he witnesses the disintegration of his body: 

Quiere mover los brazos, pero sus musculos han 
comenzado a ablandarse por la descomposici6n~ luego, 
el vientre se Ie ha hinchado enormemente~ la hincha
z6n invade el pecho, el volumen de sus entrafias, 
aumentado desmesuradamente, no cabe ya dentro de la 

l7 Eduardo Wilde, "La primera noche de cementerio" in 
~.m~ ::l ~ (Buenos Aires: Jacobo Peuser, 1899), pp. 85-
86. All further references to this work appear in the text. 



piel; el gas comienza a escaparse por la nariz y la 
boca, en cuyas aberturas se acumula un mont6n de 
espuma, como si el muerto hubiera querido comerse una 
piedra pomes. Su cuerpo esta lleno de manchi'Ls ver
dosas. La transformaci6n sigue sus tramites legales. 
(94) 
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Then he becomes aware of a young gi rl in a nearby grave. She 

is even more advanced in decomposition, yet he is overcome be 

"una rcifaga loca de sensualismo cadaverico" (98). After he 

returns to his own grave, he says with contentment: "AI fin 

hombre hasta en la muerte!" (99). Finally, the sun comes up, 

and the dead man realizes that the grave is his new home: "El 

cementerio Ie parece su ciudad natal, la tumba su casa, los 

muertos sus conciudadanos y la insondable eternidad su 

patria" ClOO). 

The horror found in this graveyard tal~ recalls the 

Romantic cult of death that included works such as Noches 

lugubres by Jose Cadalso, Night Thoughts by Edward Young, and 

Meditations Am.Q.D.9 ~ ~mM by James Hervey.18 Although 

scenes in the cemetery were relatively common in Europe:- they 

were rare in Argentina and Uruguay. Even rarer is an attempt 

to narrate from the corpse's point of view. For these 

reasons, "La primera noche de cementerio" is unique both in 

topic and structure in the Southern Cone of the 1800 IS. 

The author seems reluctant to actually allow a dead 

character to take over the narration, yet the more conven-

tional "I" is not consi stent either. The fi rst descriptions 

l8See Sylvia E. Bowman, Colonel ~ ~ Cadalso (New 
York: Twayne, 1971), pp. 88-101; and Paul Van Tieghem, Lg 
po~sie de .1.g nuit ~ des tombeaux ~ Europe AY XVIlle siecle 
(1921; rpt. Geneva: Slatkine, 1970). 
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of the funeral and mourners are told by an omniscient, imper

sonal narrator. Then the narrator assumes the identity of 

"I" as he gradually reduces the scene of action to the dead 

man in his grave. This progression of narrative voice corre

sponds to a figurative descent into hell, where the dead 

live. The descent follows the growing darkness of night~ 

then as the day dawns, the narration ascends again to the 

world of the living. The changes of narration, therefore, 

are a symmetrical sequence, centered on the scenes in the 

grave: external world, narrative "I", the grave, narrative 

"I", external world. In this sequence the first-person 

narrative is the guide, leading the reader into and out of 

the horroro By this means, the reader is not thrown directly 

into the dead man's thoughts. Later, in the twentieth cen

tury, Juan Rulfo in ~.ro ~.m.Q eliminated the guide, and 

used direct narration by the dead Juan Preciado, with many 

similar details of adjustment to "life" in a coffin.19 

Just as other writers of the dream fantastic try to 

create a unique means of expression, Wilde must suit his 

narrative style to the topic. Therefore, the adjectives are 

often drawn from the collection of death: "sonidos lugubres" 

(85), "sonrisa moribunda" (85), "pavesa muerta" (87), "un 

pergamino secular, amarillento, deslustrado, viejo, fosil" 

(89), and "sensualismo cadaverico" (98). The narration is 

ironic, and often uses double entendre as in the case of the 

19Juan Rulfo, Pedro paramo (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura 
Economica, 1955), p. 65, et passim. 
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medicine "recetado con gran pompa" (86), which is a play on 

"pompas funebres" which the medicine hastens. Again there is 

a play on words when the priest reads in Latin "sin que alma 

viviente 10 entienda" (89) i the implication is that an "alma 

muerta" did understand the sermon. Legal or technical words 

appear, seemingly in inappropriate moments: the apartment of 

the dead man in one in which "la luz de d!a y noche es 

economizada" (8S)i the women cry "a intervalos como si tuvi

eran valvulas automaticas en los ojos" (87) i and the decompo-

sition "sigue sus tramites legales" (94). The over-all 

effect of the discourse is one of irony and horror. 

Another characteristic found in "La primera noche de 

cementerio" that is not typical of the dream fantastic is 

soci al sa ti r e and prote st. The des cri ptions of th e medi cal 

and religious institutions are particularly acerbic, pointing 

out thei r inefficacy and even fraud. The nurse is "un ver

dugo", andthe doctor has recommended a dosage administered 

with "una puntualidad digna del Santo Oficio, obedeciendo a 

su deber profesional e inhumano" (86). The only effect of 

the medicine is to prolong the patient's pain. The priest 

can hardly manage to read the funeral servicei the page is 

stained "por la aplicacion asidua del dedo pulgar del sacer

dote, sucio de tabaco, que ha dejado alll su estigma" (89). 

The narrator intervenes to exclaim: "iFormulas, formulas, 

formulas! inonde se anida el sentimiento por el muerto?" 

(89) The vehemence of the satire, reminiscent of Quevedo or 

Juan del Valle Caviedes, may stern from Wilde's frustration 
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at the death that he saw as aphysician and public health 

administrator. 

Wilde's story indicates that writers of the fantastic 

were searching for a means of expression quite different from 

their realistic contemporaries. Bellemin-Noel calls this 

fantastic expression the "rhetorique de l'indicible",20 that 

is , th e c r eat i on of an e xpe r i en ce for w hi ch th e r e i s no 

o b j e c t i v e r e a 1 i t y. Th e m e an s of e x pre s s i on gain s v a 1 i d i t y 

within the limits of the work itself; for example, a dead 

man's thoughts become credible, given the context of the 

fictional work "La primera neche de cementerio." 

This chapter began with "Las palidas viajeras," an 

early example of the dream fantastic that illustrated the 

special language of dream narrative. Other stories such as 

"La botella de champagne" illustrate the nineteenth century 

narrative conventions of personalized narrator, frame dis-

course, and suspended narration. In "La primera neche de 

cementerio," the established conventions are in the process 

of evolving in a new direction. Wilde's experiment with new 

methods of narration points the way to the new fantastic of 

the twentieth century. 

2 0 J e a n B e 11 em in- N oe 1 , "De s f o r m e s f ant a s t i que s a u x 
themes fantasmatiques", Litterature, 2 (1971), p. 112. 



CHAPTER 3 

Like the dream fantastic studied in the previous 

chapter, the fantastic of madness deals with the unknown 

forces of the mind that overturn a rationally ordered 

reality. The fantastic of madness also shares with the dream 

fantastic a function that distinguishes it from a realistic 

presenta tion. The realistic presentation of madness during 

the nineteenth century emphasized the organic origins of 

insanity, as Jos' Ingenieros wrote in 19l5: 

La locura, antes considerada como una malefica pose
si6n del alma por misteriosas fuerzas invisibles, 
paso a ser una peLturbaci6n funcional del cerebro, 
cuya arquitectura histologica vamos conociendo mejor, 
dia por dla, y cuyo mecanismo fisiopatologico entre
abre sus secretos bajo el lente del microscopio, por 
los estimu10s de una tecnica incesantemente perfec
cionada. l 

However in the fantastic, madness is not presented as a case 

study or scientific observation. It instead explores the 

"misteriosas fuerzas invisibles" that Ingenieros, as a sci en-

tist, refused to recognize. In the fantastic, madness may be 

1Jose Ingenieros, "Las ciencias nuevas y las leyes 
viejas" in ~i~D~js ~ !j~~~~ijsL ~~i§ ~D~~~~~ (Madrid: 
Editorial America, 1915), pp. 57-S. For similar views from 
psychologists of the time, see Agustin Alvarez Suarez, Manual 
~ pato10g1a pol!tica (Buenos Aires: J. Peuser, 1899)1 and 
Jose Maria Ramos Mej ia, .L..ru2 neuroses ~ ~ hombres celebres 
~ ls historia argentina (Buenos Aires: La Cultura Argentina, 
1915) • 
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a divine gift bestowed on an exceptional person. Such divine 

madness may be seen in "El canto de la sirena" by Miguel Cane 

and "La metamusica" by Leopoldo Lugones. In both these 

stories the narrator is a friend of the mad genius, thus 

preserving a distance from the madness itself. However, when 

madness is presented as a destructive force, as in "El hombre 

de la levita gris" by Carlos Olivera and "La lengua" by 

Horacio Quiroga, the narrator is the insane person himself, 

so that the reader enters into the mind of the madman. In 

these stories, the experience of madness (an experience that 

the reader shares through the eyes and narration of the 

madman) is the principal purpose of the story, not an exami

nation of cause and cure. In contrast with the dream fantas-

tic, the fantastic of madness does hot use a special language 

with many affective images and other poetic devices. 

Instead, a special narrative feature of the fantastic of 

madness is the unreliability of the narrator. 

A story tha till ustra tes both divine madness and an 

unreliable narrator is Miguel Cane's "El canto de la sirena .• " 

The popularity of Poe and his fascination with insanity are 

evident in the story, Cane's2 only attempt at the fantastic. 

Two students, the narrator and his brilliant friend Broth, 

are studying late at night. To relax before sleeping, the 

2Miguel can~ (1851-1905) held many diplomatic posts 
and was the first dean of the Facultad de Filosof!a y Letras 
in Buenos Ai res. He wrote several books, but Juvenilia 
(1882) was, and is, the most popular. He read widely and in 
many languages. At first a fervent Positivist, he later 
mourned the loss of spiritual values among the young in 
Argentina. See Ricardo Saenz Hayes, Miguel ~ ::z .e.Y tiempo 
(Buenos Aires: Gu illermo Kraft, 1955). 



narrator picks up a copy of Poe's stories. The epigraph f6 
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue" catches his attention: "l-Que 

cancion cantaban las sirenas? ~Qu' nombre tomo Aquiles 

cuando se oculto entre las mujeres? Cuestiones dif!ciles en 

verdad, pero no mas alIa de toda investigacion.,,3 At first 

Broth is unimpressed, then he begins to ponder the idea. His 

friend tries to dissuade him: "iPero es possible, Broth, que 

te ocupes de semejante pequenez? Toma a Platon, que es 1a 

verdad y deja a ese ingl's, que es el ensuefio, po'tico si 

quieres, perc ensueno al fin" (42). But Broth continues to 

investigate the question of the Siren's song, becoming obses-

sed with the idea. The two friends grow apart, and Broth 

becomes just a memory for the narrator: "Poco a poco, el 

recuerdo de Broth se fue convirtiendo en una de esas confusas 

reminicencias que se conservan de la lectura de un cuento de 

Hoffman alIa en la infancia" (46). 

After many years, the narrator encounters Broth 

again~ he has become "el maniatico mas po~tico" (48), and 

lives in an asylum in Germany, "la tierra de los poetas" 

(47). Broth is playing a beautiful, haunting melody on the 

cello: 

La musica seguia, tristisima y suave, como una de 
esas melod!as que se creen oir durante los sueBos de 
las noches de verano. Era rara~ no habia oido nunca 
nada analogo. Tenia algo de la balada de los pueblos 
primitivos y al mismo tiempo se parecia a algun 
murmullo oido en el silencio de la naturaleza, 
durante las horas de reposo. Me sentfa atraldo y una 
nube de ideas arrebataban mi alma a otros tiempos, a 
otras sensaciones casi 01 vidadas. • • (48) 

-3"Mfguel Cane, "El canto de la si rena" in Ensayos 
(Buenos Aires: La Tribuna, 1877), p. 40. All further refer
ences to this work appear in the text. 
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Broth, through his "dulce locuran (49), has indeed discovered 

the Siren's song. 

A similar story, nLa metamusica," was written by Leo

poldo Lugones.4 In "La metamusica n two friends regularly 

meet to discuss current topics until late at night. Their 

only point of disagreement is music. The narrator admits to 

not understanding music: ncomo en arte Ia comprensi6n esta 

!ntimamente ligada a la emocion sentida, al no sentir yo nada 

con la'inusica, claro esta que no la entend!a. n5 His friend 

Juan, on the other hand, is fascinated by music, and tries 

repeatedly and unsuccessfully to explain the beauties of 

music to his friend. 

Finally Juan invites the narrator to come see his 

invention that shows the colors of music. Juan gives a long 

explanation of how his machine makes the colors ninherent" in 

music visible. The narrator is lost in the discussion of 

scales, numerical values, and Pythagorus, but when the 

machine begins to show some lights on the screen, he is 

convinced. For Juan, however, vague lights are not enough, 

and he plays another piece of music with horrible results: 

Una llama deslumbradora brot6 del foco de la 
pantalla. Juan, con el pelo erizado, se puso de pie, 
espantoso. Sus ojos acababan de evaporarse como dos 
gotas de agua bajo aquel haz de dardos flamlgeros, y 

4Leopoldo Lugcnes (1874-1938) was a noted poet, jour
nalist, and political activist. A Modernist, he wrote 
numerous stories, many of them fantastic. His principal 
story collections are ~ guerra gaucha (1905), LA§ ~~~ 
pxtranas (1906), and Cuentos fatales (1924). 

5Leopoldo Lugones, "La metamusica R in L£§ fuerzas 
extraiias (Buenos Aires: Gleizer, 1926), p. 80. All further 
references to this work appear in the text. 



el, insensible al dolor, radiante de locura, excla
maba tendiendome los brazos: --iLa octava del sol, 
muchacho, la octava del solI (93) 
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Far from the medical presentation offered in realistic works, 

the insanity portrayed in "La metamusica If and "El canto d.-: la 

sirena" is a divine gift. A clue to this insanity is the 

book that Broth was reading when he was distracted by Poe's 

epigraph. The book was PIa to, Broth's f avori te philosopher: 

"era delirio 10 que experimentaba por el disclpulo de 

Socrates n (39). The narrator unwittingly urges Broth to 

forget Poe a:::ld return to Plato:. "Toma a Platon, que es la 

verdad y deja a ese ingles, que es el ensueno n (42). Yet if 

Broth had been reading Plato's nPhaedrus", be knew that there 

are 

.two kinds of madness, one arising from human diseases, 
and the other from a divine release from the customary 
habits ••• We made four divisions of the divine madness, 
ascribing them to four gods, saying that prophecy was 
inspired by Apollo, the mystic madness by Dionysus, the 
poetic by the Muses, and the madness of love, inspired by 
Aphrodite and Eros ••• 6 

Both Broth and Lugones' Juan are examples of inspi red mad-

ness, not madness "arising from hUman diseases. n 

Broth and Juan are fascinated by music, and use it as 

a means to discover a mystery. For Broth, the mystery is an 

ideal, Platonic universe that is revealed in his madness, not 

by logical investigation as Poe's epigraph suggests. Juan is 

fascinated by the universal harmonies of Pythagorus, whose 

synesthetic theories interested Lugones and other Modernists. 

6Plato, "Phaedrus" in Plato, Harold North Fowler, 
trans. (New York: G. P. Putnam, 1917), 265A, pp. 532-33. 
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Music is the ideal vehicle for these quests, because it is 

non1inguistic and nonrepresentational; hence, it is not 

limited by the range of verbal logic or the physical 

referents of painting. This lack of faith in traditional 

verbal logic and representation of the physical world antici

pates the innovations of the fin ~ siec1e, when artists and 

poets experimented with nonrepresentational plastic art and 

nonrationa1 linguistic art.7 

In "E1 canto de 1a si rena" and "La metamusica", as in 

most of the other stories studied here, the structure of the 

story follows the conventions of the fantastic in its per-

sona1ized narrator, frame narration, and suspended narration. 

The personalized narrator is a close observer of the trans-

formation of Broth and Juan, yet he preserves a distance from 

his narration by presenting the story as an anecdote told to 

a listener (the reader) t, The narrator thus mediates between 

the unusual event (the insanity of Broth and Juan) and the 

reader. The narration stops abruptly, leaving the reader to 

ei ther accept the interpretation offered by the narrator or 

to concoct a diff erent interpreta tion: perhaps Broth is 

actually playing a piece by, say, Mozart, only believing that 

it is the Siren's song due to his insane delusion. Indeed, 

the narrator himsel f is not totally reI iable: he mistakenly 

ascribes Poe's epigraph to -The Gold Bug", and attributes to 

7 Ned J. Davison, ~ Concept Qi Modernism in Hispanic 
Criticism (Boulder, Colorado: Pruett Press, 1966), pp. 35-8; 
an.d Ricardo Gullon, "Pitagorismo y modernismo" in Estudios 
criticos sobre ~ modernismo (Madrid: Gredos, 1968), pp. 358-
83. 
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Broth an ainmutable serenidad de esplritua (40) which proves 

to be untrue. Also, the narrator while a student makes Broth 

his hero, thus clouding his judgement: 

Estos extasis eran familiares en [Broth] y yo los 
respetaba siempre1 ejerc!a la altura de su esp!ritu 
tal superioridad sobre m!, que jamas tuve la idea de 
dirigirle una broma1 respetaba hasta sus mayores 
extravagancias, como el perdonaba mis mas pueriles 
debilidades. (41) 

In the case of aLa metamusica a, the narrator admits that he 

understands nei ther music nor Juan's musical theory. More-

over, he sees only vague lights on the screen. Perhaps 

Juan's invention was merely a fraud, using hidden lights to 

convince the narrator. The fact that the narrator's relia-

bility can be questioned at all is proof that this story does 

not follow the accepted realist conventions, which insisted 

on athe disappearance of the author. a8 

It helps to understand the special relationship of 

narrator and reader in these two stories by imagining other 

possible relationships. These two stories, for instance, 

would have been quite different if they had been narrated 

from the v iewpoi nt of Broth or Jua n. In that case, the 

discoveries that they made would have been explained accor-

ding to theiL own understanding, without the mediation or 

possible garbling of another person. Also, the reader could 

judge the reliability of the narrator directly. 

8Joseph Warren Beach quoted in Rene Wellek, concepts 
.Q! Criticism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963), p.143. 
Also see the discussion by Wayne Booth, ~ ~hetoLi£ ~! 
Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961). 
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Equally different would have been an omniscient, non

personalized narrator. An all-knowing narrator would not 

stop in mid-narrationJ especially in the nineteenth century, 

an omniscient narrator implied a totality of narrative vi

sion. To suspend the narration at the moment when the reader 

most needs an explanation would be a contradiction of that 

totality. Yet if events can be explained away, then the 

story ceases to be fantasticJ it becomes instead the telling 

of an odd, but understandable, circumstance. 

Therefore, the distance and partial knowledge of the 

narrators in "EI canto de la sirena" and "La metamusica" are 

vital to the effects of the fantastic. Their lack of know-

ledge is also the reader's, and thei r inability to reconcile 

the events of the story to ordinary reality places the burden 

of interpretation on the reader. The fantastic, then, is 

often a matter of selection and partial view-point.9 

Not all stories of fantastic madness are told from 

the perspective of a friend. Two stories, "El hombre de la 

levita gris" and "La lengua" are told di rectly by the madman. 

Now the reader may judge the narrator directly, yet again the 

reader's knowledge of the events is limited by what the 

9 See William Riggan, P1caros • .MA9m~ Naif.§.&. and 
.t.l.2ll.Ml.. ~ Unreliable .E.in1;-Person Narrator (Norman: Univer
sity of Oklahoma Press, 1981); Roland Bourneuf and Real 
Ouellet, ~ novela, trans. Enric Sulla (Barcelona: Ariel, 
1975), pp. 89-114: Susan Sniader Lanser, The Narratiye A£.t~ 
Point Qf ~~ in Prose Fiction (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1981>: Paula Speck, "l&§ fuerzas extraiias, 
Leopoldo Lugones y las ralces de la literatura fantastica en 
el Rio de la Plata", Reyista Iberoamericana, 96-97 (1976), 
pp. 411-26: and Martin Swales, ~ German Noyelle (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton Uni versi ty Press, 1977.) 
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narrator wishes to tell. The first story is "El hombre de la 

levita gris n by Carlos Olivera. lO The story is told by a 

doctor to his friend Rodolfo, who asks for the true telling 

of the event he has heard about in rumors. The doctor agrees 

to tell him the truth as a means of confession: "He cometido 

una accion abominable, aunque--a la verdad--en provecho de la 

ciencia.nll The strange event begins one day when the doctor 

is idly watching the clouds from his balcony. His attention 

is caught by a whi te cloud somewha t in the shape of a woman 

that is overtaken and absorbed by a black cloud. He muses 

over this scene, then glances downward and sees a woman 

passing by on the street: nRapida como un relampago, bril16 

en mi alma una idea, la idea de transfonnH aquella mujer, de 

sana en enferma, de cuerda en loca ••• n (35). He begins to 

send her books of horror stories, especially those that 

emphasize ghosts. Meanwhile, he dresses himself in a gray 

suit like the woman's dead husband, and appears to her at 

night. Wearing a wax mask of her husband, he follows her, 

appearing at unexpected intervals. Finally the woman does 

lose her reason and di~ 

10Carlos Olivera (1858-1910), Argentine journalist 
and politician, is noted for his translation of Edgar Allan 
Poe's short stories from the original English (previous 
translations were from the French.) As a politician, he 
proposed a law allowing divorce; as a critic, he helped bring 
Ibsen and other Scandinavian writers to the public attention. 
His pseudonym was "Almaviva n• His principal collection of 
articles from nEl Diario n is ED J..g brecha (1887). 

llCarlos Olivera, nEl hombre de la levita grisn in En 
.l9 brecha (Buenos Aires: Lajouane, 1887), p. 32. All fur ther 
references to this work appear in the text. 
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The story is based on a fundamental contradiction, 

which the doctor himself states: "En el terreno de la 

ciencia, he obtenido un triunfo: en el terreno de la humani

dad, me he hecho reo de un delito barbaro" (33). For the 

doctor, science exists independently of humanity: it follows 

its own rules and pursues its own goals; a triumph in scien

tific study can mean a crime in the human realm. The doctor 

has lost the connection between humankind and science. 

Moreover, if the story is shed of its scientific 

rationale, the events reveal not the madness of the woman, 

but that of the doctor himself. The opening scenes of the 

clouds illustrate the suggestibility of the doctor: 

Mis pensamientos se coloreaban sucesivamente con la 
luz propia a cada uno de aquellos cuadros fugitivos, 
y sin darme cuenta, dibujaba en la tela impresionable 
de mi esplritu, figuras, cabezas, grupos y escenas, 
que recordaban de un modo lejano el variado teatro 
del firmamento. (33) 

But most ironic is the explanation by the doctor of how an 

idee ~ leads to madness: 

Llaman los medicos monoman:i:acos a aquellos sujetos 
en quienes la locura se manifiesta por la invencible 
inclinaci6n hacia "un solo" objeto; pero en realidad, 
el nombre puede aplicarse a todos, pues los locos que 
tienen mas de una inclinaci6n son simplemente los que 
deriven, de su idea fija, otras ideas conexas con 
ella, viniendo a tener, no varias inclinaciones, sino 
una sola, con algunas otras de caracter similar y 
secundario. (36) 

The doctor intends to induce this obsessive madness into the 

woman, yet the description fits him as well. His relentless 

destruction of the woman would be a sign of his own madness~ 

The doctor's single-minded "pure science divorced from an 
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intuitive morality n1 2 brings an innocent woman to an 

unnatural death. 

The doctor may have been driven mad by the very books 

that he uses to drive his victim mad. He sends her wEI navlo 

fantasma n by Captain Marryat, "Spirite" by Theofile Gautier, 

"Ligeia n by Edgar Allan Poe, and nEI gato, el ugier, y el 

esqueleto n by Alexandre Dumas. All these were famous tales 

of terror, especially Poe's, "con la cual acabe, indudable

mente, de enfermarle la imaginacionn (38). As in the case of 

Poe's mad narrators, the d'octor's "own unrealized sense of 

guilt denies him any genuine peace of mind and forces his 

self-incriminating confession.nl3 

The doctor follows the pattern of mad narrators, 

demonstrating 

obviously unacceptable value judgements, incongruous 
reasoning, gross errors or contradictions in fact 
which they unwittingly expose, stridency of tone and 
unwarranted defensiveness of posture, blatant absur
dities in ideas or supposed facts, and obsessive 
preoccupations which unconsciously dominate their 
minds and therefore their narratives.14 

Horacio Quiroga15 wrot.e one of the most chilling examples of 

l2Herbert L. Sussman, Victorians and the Machine: The 
Literary Response .t.g Technology (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1968), p. 163. 

13 Ri ggan, p. 131. 

l4Riggan, p. 143. 

l5Horacio Quiroga (1879-1937) was born in Uruguay, 
but spent much of his adult life in JI.rgentina. Although he 
wrote some poetry and novels, he is primarily recognized for 
his short stories. Many of his stories are set in the 
Misiones region, where Quiroga tried to establish a farm. 
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a mad narrator who demonstrates all these characteristics. 

In his story "La lengua ", the narrator is a dentist who 

harbors a hatred for a man named Felippone, who has spread 

romors of the narrator's insanity. The narrator sets out to 

charm Felippone, at which he succeeds to such an extent that 

Felippone comes to him one day with a toothache. But when 

the patient opens his mouth, the dentist cuts out his tongue. 

Felippone faints, and the dentist looks again into the vic

tim's mouth: "jy vi que asomaba por entre la sangre una 

lenguita roja! iUna lenguita que crec1a rapidamente, que 

crec!a y se hinchaba, como si yo no tuviera la otra en la 

mano!,,16 He cuts out the new tongue, then two more begin 

growing in its place, then four. Finally, "de la boca Ie 

sal1a un pulpo de lenguas que tanteaban a todos. iLas len-

guas! Ya comenzaban a pronunciar mi nombre. • ." (386). 

There is little doubt that the narrator is insane; 

his actions alone demonstrate it. Yet the narrative also 

reveals the characteristics of an insane mentality, a 

rationale peculiar to the narrator and not shared by the 

reader. For example, the dentist is accused by Felippone 

"que en el hospital hab1a estado a punto de degollar a un 

dependiente de fiambreria1 que una sola gota de sangre me 

enloquecia. ."(384). The dentist does not deny these 

charges, he simply denies that Felippone has the right to 

warn others of them. He thinks that Felippone repeats the 

16Horacio Quirogar "La lengua" in Cuentos £.QIDpletos 
(Montevideo: Ediciones de la Plaza, 1978), p. 385. All 
further references to this work appear in the text. 
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charges "por hacer un chiste" (384), thus showing that he 

does not comprehend the seriousness of the charges. Then, 

incongruously, the dentist adds ny eramos amigosn (384). The 

dentist tries to justify his action: nCualquier persona tiene 

derecho a vengarse cuando 10 han heridon (384). However, he 

does have some idea of his own madness: nNo se cuando acabara 

este infierno" (384) and nel diablo, la horrible locura de 

hacer 10 que no tiene utilidad alguna, estaban en mis dos 

ojos" (385). Such moments of self-doubt are brief, lost in 

the narrator's mad fury. 

All these characteristics of a mad narrator as well 

as the actions themselves occur in slightly more than two 

pages. The story is condensed to only the most essential 

elements. The demanding Luis Pardo receives partial credit 

for the brevity of the story, but Quiroga also reveals his 

mastery of the short story form. There is practically no 

description of any sort in the story, nor is there a specific 

time or place of action. There is no other viewpoint, such 

as that of Felippone or an investigating policeman or doctor. 

Instead, the events are presented only from the dentist's 

point of view: the reader must construct the rest of the 

story. While the reader of the fantastic normally must make 

a judgement concerning the unresolved conflict in the story, 

the reader in a story wi th an insane narrator must begin the 

process of judgement from the beginning of the story. From 

the moment that the narrator's insanity becomes evident, the 

narrative becomes subject to an alternative reading. In "La 
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lengua" .. for instance, the injury that provoked such a hor

rible vengance may have been distorted by the narrator or 

even invented. The reader must accept that there was an 

insult of some kind, because there is no other information 

available. Yet, the reader does not have to accept that the 

insult deserved the mutilation and death of Felippone. 

Similarly, when the narrator says "Quiero que alguien me diga 

que hab!a hecho a Fel ippone pa ra que se ensafi'ara de ese modo 

conmigo" (384), he is appealing to the reader for under

standing, yet because of the na rrator' s insani ty, th e reader 

is likely to sympathize wi th Felippone instead. 'l'he dentist 

explains himself according to his own logic; the reader 

reinterprets that logic by means of conventionally under

stood logic, thereby creating an alternate reading of the 

events. The dentist's words go aw ry, changing his defense 

into an indictment. Thus, there are two narratives: the 

narrator's presentation and the reader's reinterpreted narra

tive. 

However, the final moments of the story are not 

subject to interpretation or accomodation into a rational 

universe. When the dentist sees new tongues growing like the 

Hydra in the victim's mouth, the reader knows that this event 

is imaginary even though it is real enough to the narrator. 

Beyond this point, only the narrator's insanity is real. 

"La lengua nand "EI canto de la si rena" seem distant 

from each other in several ways, such as in the different 

approaches to insanity and narration. Yet both are fantastic 
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stories that deviate from the convention of realism. Along 

with "La metamusica" and "EI hombre de la levita gris", they 

represent a treatmen~ of madness that did not conform to the 

narrative or thematic conventions of the realistic. "EI 

canto de la sirena" and "La metamusica" suggest that, at 

least in the arts, a "dulce locura" can be a divine gift~ it 

can be a madness that discovers supernatural beauty. The 

destructive madness of "EI hombre de la levita gris" and "La 

lengua n suggest the existence of another world with its own 

logic~ the reader is forced to experience that world through 

the narrator's direct partici pa tion in it. 



CHAPTER 4 

As the scientific revolution of the nineteenth 

century spread, writers in Europe and North America such as 

Mary Shelley, Edgar Allan Poe, Jules Verne, and H.G. Wells 

incorporated the new ideas into literary works. The public 

evidently sharea their interest in science, and many of the 

"scientific fables" were best-sellers, as Horacio Quiroga 

wryly attests in his story "La miel silvestre"; 

Tengo en el SaIto Oriental dos primos i hoy hombres 
ya, que a sus doce anos, y a consecuencia de pro
fundas lecturas de Julio Verne. dieron en la rica 
empresa de abandonar su casa para ir a vivir al 
monte ••• Desgraciadamente, al segundo d!a fueron 
hall ados por quienes los buscaban. Estaban bastante 
atonitos todav!a, no poco debiles, y con gran asombro 
de sus hermanos menores--iniciados tambien en J. 
Verne--sabian aun andar en dos pies y recordaban el 
habla. l 

The interest in science, however, was more than just adven-

ture for small boys. For the true believer, scientific 

progress seemed to offer the world a means of achieving 

utopia. Wells, for instance, wrote A Modern utopia in which 

he stated: 

The plain message physical science has for the world 
at large is this, that were our political and social 
and moral devices only as well contrived to their 
ends as a linotype machine, an antiseptic operating 

IHoracio Quiroga, "La miel silvestre" in ~.tQ'§ 
~mpletos (Montevideo: Ediciones de la Plaza, 1978), p. 196. 
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plant, or an electric tramcar, there need now at the 
present moment be no appreciable toil in the world, 
and only the smallest fraction of the pain, the fear, 
and the anxiety that now makes human life so doubtful 
in its value.2 
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In Argentina and Uruguay there was equal enthusiasm for 

science and technology. Amadeo Jacques in a speech to the 

CIrculo Literario in 1864 praised the ftemociones artlsticas" 

that the machine aroused in him: wiNo es ••• una ~Am~~ 

maquina? Y, ique admiramos en ella? La fuerza, por 

supuesto, pero tambien y sobre todo, la disposicion habil de 

todos esos organos cuyo juego es tan concertado y Sll efecto 

tan seguro y exacto ••• ,,3 with similar enthusiasm Eduarda 

Mansilla de Garc!a included a prophecy of progress and har-

mony in her story "El ramito de romero": 

Como en los atlas de Lessage, velase alll de un modo 
sincronico, el camino de la humanidad, en espirales 
ascendentes, obedeciendo a leyes tan inmutables, como 
10 son las de atraccion y gravitaci6n en el mundo 
fisico, retrocediendo en aparencia durante siglos, 
pero avanzando siempre. Vi la ley del progreso 
humano. • .v~ la llega~:~:~~~fan~e de la humanidad a 
una zona luml.nosa y a ............... .::. ••• 

The new discoveries and technologrcal advances came to be 

regarded as manifestations of the ftlaw" of progress and human 

perfectibilitY1 Eduardo Wilde, for example, wrote that "Los 

progresos de la humanidad forman una cadena cuyo comienzo 

2H•G• Wells, A !1odern Utopia (London, 1905), p. 102, 
quoted in Herbert Sussman, ~.Q.U..s.nR Aru1 ~ .M,g~~ 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 165. 

3Quoted in Hugo E. Biagini, ·EI progresismo y sus 
avatares" in ~m~ ~ 1& generaciOn ~ an (Buenos Aires: 
Plus Ultra, 1980), p. 24. 

4Eduarda Mansilla de Garcla, "El ramito de romero ft in 
Creaciones (Buenos Aires: Juan A. Alsina, 1883), pp. 76-7. 
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esta en la creacion y cuyo fin, si ha de tenerlo, permanece 

oculto en el porvenir."S 

Yet even as these writers were praising science and 

technology, there were anti-scientific reactions, religious 

protests, and quasi-scientific movements such as spiritualism 

and theosophy too. The new ideas that were accepted with 

such ardor by some were rejected by many others; Darwinism, 

for example, caused a great deal of public debate. When 

Eduardo Holmberg wrote a "Dos partidos en lucha" in defense 

of Darwin, Mi~uel Cane wrote in his review of the story that 

Holmberg seemed talented as a writer, but that it was unfor

tunate that he wrote about "la disgustante teorla de Darwin 

sobre la transformacion de las especies. n6 In another 

in stance, the nat urali st Agustin Alvarez Suar ez in his boo k 

.L..g .t.utn.§:f.ru:mMion ~ III .1:azgs gn America elevated science 

over religion, an attitude that horrified more traditional 

citizens: 

5Quoted in Biagini, p. 18. Also see W. Warren Wagar, 
~ Tidings; ~ Belief jn Progress !LQm DaL~ .tQ Mgrcuse 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1972); R. Nisbet, 
Ei§.tQL~ Qf ~ ~ Qf Progress (New York: Basic Books, 
1980); and Morris Ginsberg, nprogress in the Modern Era" in 
Dictionary Qf ~ History Qf Ideas, III (New York: Charles 
Scribner'S Sons, 1973), pp. 633-650. 

6Miguel Cane, "Dos partidos en lucha" in Ensayos 
(Buenos Aires: La Tribuna, 1877); p~ 178. See also Marcelo 
Montserrat, "Holmberg y el darwinismo en Argentina n, 
Criterio, 47 (1974), pp. 591-8; Montserrat, "La mentalidad 
evolucionista: Una ideologla del progreso" in ~ ~n.tiDg 
.dli Ochenta li Centenario, Gustavo Ferrari and Ezequiel 
Gallo, ed. (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 1980), pp. 785-818; 
Diego Nunez, ed., ~ Darwinismo ~ EspgDg (Madrid: Castalia, 
19771); and Thomas F. Glick, ed., ~ ~mpgrative ~ception 
.Q.f Qarll.i.nllm (Austin: Uni ver si ty of Texas Press, 1972), pp. 
307-374. 



Como la vida y las leyes na turales son las m ismas en 
todas partes, hay una sola ciencia verificable de la 
vida y mas de cuatro mil religiones 0 ciencias 
inverificab1es de 1a vida y de la muerte. Si la 
sa1vaci6n depende de no comer jam6n 0 de no beber 
alcohol, 0 de beber tres gotas diarias de orines de 
vaca sagrada, 0 de no comer vaca profana en di'a 
viernes, son asuntos que estan fuera de 1a ciencia 
positiva, porque los problemas imaginarios solo 
~>ued~n s.er I7lanteados y resue1tos por las ciencias 
l.magl.narl.as. 
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Yet Ruben Dario was not so convinced that science could 

answer "la insatisfacci6n y el vaclo que la emergencia cien

ti'fica causo en las conciencias humanas. • .nS 

One vehicle for expressing doubts about science and 

technology was the fantastic short story. There the writers 

could explore "the growing recognition that advances in 

technical knowledge are not sufficient to ensure moral and 

social progress and the fear that the use of science for 

destructive purposes might outpace and arrest the growth of 

its power for good. n9 SOIDe aspects of these doubts have 

already been examined in previous chapters: the dangers of 

amoral science in "E1 hombre de la levita grisn; the destruc

tive powers that can be released in nLa metamusica n; and 

medical practices that prolong the pain of illness in nLa 

primera noche de cementerio." This chapter will focus on two 

7Agust1n Alvarez Suarez, "La religion y 1a ciencia" 
in .L.,g .til.n.e.f.Q.[macion ~ ~ ·razas ~ America (Buenos Aires: 
Casa Vaccaro, 1915), p. 122. 

SRuben Darlo, II m.wuiQ ~ .l.Qs §uefios (Barcelona: 
Editorial Universi tario, Universidad de Puerto Rico, 1973), 
p. 26. Also see Arturo Ardao, Or1genes g~ ls influencia ~ 
Renan ~..D ~l Uruguay (Montevideo: Instituto Nacional de 
Investigaciones y Archivos Literarios, 1955). 

9Ginsberg, p. 634. 
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aspects of the scientific fantastic: 1. the dangers of scien

tific study and 2. the inadequacy of science as a sole means 

of knowledge. The first group of stories studied includes 

"Fantasla nocturna" by Mart:ln Garc:la Merou and "Un fenomeno 

inexplicable" by Leopoldo Lugones. The second group includes 

"Los muertos a hora fija" by Carlos Olivera, "De un Jr:undo a 

otro" by Carlos Monsalve, "Horacio Kalibang 0 los automatas" 

by Eduardo L. Holmberg, and "Cirug:la ps!quica de extirpacion" 

by Macedonio Fernandez. 

Fear of the danger inherent in scientific study seems 

to have existed as long as science has existed. The medieval 

alchemists, for example, were widely regarded as being in 

league with the devil. It is from this period that the 

original Faust died under mysterious circumstances, leaving 

his name in legend to signify the philosopher who sells his 

soul to the devil in exchange for knowledge and power. lO 

During the 1800's scientific methods inproved, but the danger 

involved increased as well. The railroad, for example, 

provided transportation and communication, but its smoke also 

polluted the air, as did the factories that produced depend

able, uniform goods. Many people left the countryside and 

its heavy physical labor to live in the city, yet often they 

encountered slum housing, unsafe working conditions, and 

10see Frank Baron, pecter faustus ~ID Hist§~fi £Q 
Legend (Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1978); Harold G. Meek,ann 
faust: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (London: Oxford University Press, 
1930); Eliza Marian Butler, ~ ~ Qf ~ Magus (Cambridge: 
University Press, 1948); and C.A. Burland, ~ ~ Qf the 
Alchemists (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1967), pp. 78-9, 
124-38. 
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especially in Buenos Aires, epidemics. Therefore, even as it 

became apparent that sci~nce and technology offered material 

wealth and a new way of life, it also became clear that new 

problems were being created as well. During this period, 

Faust evolved into Dr. Frankenstein, the scientist who tried 

to create life and was destroyed by his own creation. 

An example of a Dr. Frankenstein is in "Fantasia 

nocturna" by Martin Garc!a Merou. Il In this story, Dr. 

HidrocEHalo is a famous researcher of cholera. Though 

exhausted from his studies, he continues his obsessive search 

for a vaccine. During an experiment, he accidently releases 

a new kind of cholera that devastates the world. Hidrocefalo 

sees the multitudes of dead and cries out in horror--which 

wakens him from his nightmare: Rdespertando de su horrible 

pesadilla, mire espantado a su alredador. Se encontraba en 

su laboratorio, con los cuI tivos del bacillus al alcance de 

la mano. La noche habia caido y el doctor Hidrocefalo pidi6 

luz para continuar sus experimentos."12 

The characterization of the doctor is similar to that 

of the Romantic artist: a superior being with "una locura 

generosa" (36). As he attends the sick during an epidemic in 

India, "se Ie veia a la cabeza de los lechos, pcilido, con su 

IlMartin Garc1a Merou (1862-1905), journalist, diplo
mat, and critic, wrote several books of literary criticism 
and memoirs such as Estudios Ijtera~ (1884), Recuerdos 
literarjos (1891), and Confidencias literarias (1894). He 
also wrote a Naturalist novel, ~ .m social (1885). 

l2Martin Garcia Merou, "Fantasia nocturna" in 
Perfiles y minjaturas (Buenos Aires: Pablo E. Coni, 1889), p. 
46. All further =eferences to this work appear in the text. 
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cara huesosa y llvida, semejante al Dr. Milagro de uno de los 

cuentos mas neur6ticos de Hoffman. • • n (36). In his labora

tory, Hidrocefalo resembles a medieval alchemist: nencerrado 

en su laboratorio, 10 sorprendla el alba al lade de las 

retortas y de los reactivos qUlmicos, con los parpados 

hinchados y el rostro contrafdo por una eterna decepcionn 

(37). He is compared to Faust (40) who sought to know too 

much, while the baccilus is compared to the Medusa and the 

Chimera (42). These are powerful enemies; the Medusa struck 

dead whoever looked at her, and the Chimera, which has come 

to mean something fanciful or unobtainable, was a fire-

breathing monstera Furthermore, the baccilus is from the 

devil: Raquel engendro demonlaco R (42); it is "el Moloch 

sanguinarioR (44) Moloch, according to the Bible, was a god 

to whom children were sacrificed by burning: Leviticus 20:2-

5. 

The scientist as a driven, superior being who 

investigates the dangerous forces of nature is a principal 

image of the scientific fantastic. The image appeared not 

only in Latin America, but in Europe as well. Mary Shelly's 

Frankenstein is perhaps the fullest expression of the idea,13 

but even H.G. Wells ~ Island Qf ~ Moreau in which animals 

are surgically altered into human beings. The downfall of 

the scientist as portrayed in these works is pride. Drs. 

Frankenstein and Moreau try to usurp the powers of God; 

l3 See Martin Tropp, nFrom Mind to Machine" in M~ 
'sMlley' s H.Q.D.§~ (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1976), pp. 52-
65. 
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Hidrocefalo drives himself to discover a cure for cholera in 

order to gain the reputation of his teacher, Louis Pasteur 

(38) • His dream represents the dangerous power of the 

disease, but Hidrocefalo continues his investigation re

gardless of the consequences. 

The image of the scientist as Frankenstein is not 

usually found in realistic works; in particular, the detec

tive story rose out of the image of the "good scientist n who, 

in the style of Sherlock Holmes, brings order and truth out 

of mystery.14 In contrast, the fantastic presents a scien

tist who fails to unravel the mystery or who becomes a 

partner to evil, as in nFantas!a nocturna. n 

Another example of the danger of scientific study is 

found in "Un fenomeno inexplicablen by Leopoldo Lugones. As 

the story opens, the narrator is travelling through the 

Argentine countryside. Looking for a comfortable resting 

place, he is directed to the house of an Englishman. 

Although the Englishman lives in seclusion, he accepts the 

traveller as his guest. The guest first notices something 

unusual while at the dinner table: the host continually 

stares at a corner of the room. The guest sees nothing there 

except shadows. In spite of this unusual habit, the host and 

l4Pierre Nordan, .si..t: Arthur Conan ~U ~.ID.m~ ~..t 
l'oeuyre (Paris: Didier, 1964), pp. 272-276; John G. Cawe1ti, 
Adyenture. Mystery. ~ Romance: Formula stories A§ ~ and 
Popular Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), 
pp. 57-8; and Regis Messac, L~ ~~..t~.,g..t.i~~ .H.Q.Y~l~ ,,~.t 
l'influence ~ J..g pensee scienti·figue (Geneva: Slatkine, 
1975) 0 
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guest have a lively conversation based on a mutual interest 

in science. The Englishman recounts his military service in 

India, where the "fenomeno inexplicable n happened. He had 

become fascinated by the powers of the yogis in India. He 

practiced until he also could perform many of the yogis' 

feats. Then he decided to take a step further into the 

mysteries: "resolv:L una noche ver mi doble. Ver que era 10 

que sal:La de mi, siendo yo mismo, durante el sueno exta

tico."15 Awakening from his trance, he sees his double, a 

shadow shaped like an ape. From that time onward, the ape is 

always with him. Now it is in the corner of the room, where 

the Englishman has been staring. 

The guest thinks that he has encountered "un caso 

curioso de locura n (54), and offers to trace the outline of 

the shadow to prove that the double is merely an hallucina-

tion. After the shadow is traced, the two men examine the 

paper in the light: nAlli ante nuestros ojos, la raya de 

lapiz trazaba una frente deprimida, una nariz chata, un 

hocico bestial. iEI monol iLa cosa maldita! Y conste que yo 

no se dibujar.n (56) 

In this story, Lugones uses the idea of the double 

(al so called "doppelganger", "se cond self n, or "the other n.) 

The double is an ancient idea; the Romantics used it fre

quently, as have contemporary writers such as Julio Cortazar 

("El axolotl n), Jorge Luis Borges ("Las ruinas circulares n), 

l5Leopoldo Lugones, "Un fenomeno inexplicable" in L2§ 
i.J.1.g.l.MA§ ~lCtranas (Buenos Aires: Gleizer, 1926), p. 53. All 
further references to this work appec:lr in the text. 
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and Carlos Fuentes ("Aura n.) 16 Two of the most famous 

literary doubles occur in the nineteenth century fantastic: 

Dr. Frankenstein and his monster in Mary Shelley's novel 

Frankenstein, and Dr. Jekyll and his other self, Mr. Hyde, in 

the story by Robert Louis Stevenson. As in both these works, 

the scientist in Lugones' story undertakes a dangerous 

experiment with results that are beyond the control of the 

scientist. The Englishman is split in two along the lines of 

the duality of his personality: civilized and bestial. The 

split is Darwinian, revealing the ape within the civilized 

man. In "El hombre de la levita grisn, the scientist also 

has a dual personality. The scientific self is divorced from 

the humanist self, thus enabling the scientist to disregard a 

moral concern for human life. By extension, a "pure science 

divorced from an intuitive morality" is equally unbalanced.17 

The Englishman's mistake is that he divorces the beliefs of 

the yogis from their religious context; seeking only the 

power inherent in the beliefs, he ignores the restraint of 

16 For a history of the double or Doppelganger, see 
Otto Rank, ~ Double: A psychoanalytic Study, Harry Tucker, 
Jr., trans. and ed. (Chapel Hill: University of North Caro
lina Press, 1971). Also see Clifford Hallam, nThe Double as 
Incomplete Self: Toward a Definition of Doppelganger" in 
Florida State University Conference on Literature and Film, 
Fearful ~metry: poubles ~ poubling jn Literature An2 ~ 
(Tallahassee: University Presses of Florida, 1981), pp. 1-31; 
C.F. Keppler, ~ Literature Q! ~ Second ~~ (Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press, 1972); and Robert Rogers, X~ 
Double .in Literature (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 
1970). 

l7Sussman, p. 163. 
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the power that the religious discipline and self-transcen

dence provide. The yogis, unlike the Englishman, are able to 

reintegrate themselves through the whole understanding of the 

act. 

In the two stories considered so far, the investi

gators have been unable to control what they investigated. 

This lack of control stems from their own pride that kept 

both Hidrocefalo and the Englishman from realizing the danger 

until it was too late. In the second group of stories, the 

scientists also fail. They too are proud, but in these 

stories they fail because their knowledge is limited. The 

scientists confront other forces that are as strong as their 

own science. 

In "Los muertos a hora fija" by Carlos Olivera, for 

example, a medical doctor is unable to save a patient who is 

determined to die at a certain hour. The story opens as two 

doctors are arguing about whether ill people can know the 

exact hour of their death. One doctor offers this story L3 

proof that it can happen: a doctor is making the rounds at 

the hospital where the narrator worked. He stops by the bed 

of a dying patient and says that the patient still has two 

weeks to live. The patient disagrees, saying that he will 

die the next day at noon, which does happen. 

This story is received with incredulity by the other 

doctor. This doctor says that he has a dying patient who 

claims that he will die at 11:00. The doctors bet ten boxes 

of cigars on whether the unbelieving doctor can prevent the 

patient from dying at 11:00. Yet in spite of extreme 
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measures, the pa tient dies at 11:05; the doctor was able to 

prolong the patient's life by only five minutes. 

The unbelieving doctor is too proud to admit that he 

cannot prevent the patient from dying: 

Preparado por mis estudios a no creer en la m!nima 
cosa sobrenatural, y escapandome la razon de aquel 
suceso extraordinario, libra.base en mi interior una 
lucha que me irritaba en raz6n directa de mi impo
tencia contra aquella verdadera QbR!iD~~i~D en 
morirse a una hora fija.18 

As the patient loses strength, the doctor's pride becomes 

stronger: "Ya no pensaba en la apuesta, ique me importaba 

ella? iAhora se trataba del arnor propio, del orgullo, la loca 

arnbici6n de luchar cuerpo a cuerpo con 10 Eterno Desconocido 

y de vencerlo!" (148) 

In spite of his pride, the doctor cannot save the 

patient. The doctor's failure to prevent the patient's death 

may result from the stronger force of the patient's "w ill to 

live," which in this case changes into a decision to die. 

The structure of the story suggests that the patient genuine

ly knew the moment of death; the second sequence of the 

story--that is, when the unbelieving doctor tries to prevent 

the patient's death--is the echo, the "proof", of the first 

sequence of a pa tient dying. The two incidents are practi

cally identical, and serve to prepare the reader for the 

outcome of the story. If the incident is not an isolated 

l8Carlos Olivera, i!"Los muertos a hora fija" in ~.l~ 
brecha (Buenos Aires: Lajouane, 1887), p. 147. All further 
references to this work appear in the text. 
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one, if it has ocurred before, then the events become more 

believable. 

In "Horacio Kalibang 0 los automatas" by Eduardo L. 

Holmberg19 , a scientist's pride is again an important element 

in the characters' motivations. The image of Frankenstein 

al so r eappears ~ a new kind of life is created, apparently 

with success. As the story begins, the burgomeister Hipknock 

is having a dinner at his house~ among the guests are his 

nephew Hermann, his daughter Luisa, and Fritz, Hipknock's 

cousin and also the narrator of the story. Hipknock and 

Hermann are disagreeing about whether a person can lose one's 

center of gravity. Hipknock, a noted materialist, refuses to 

believe it, while Hermann claims to know one Horacio 

Kalibang, who actually has lost his center of gravity. Kali

bang arrives just then, and leans at an impossible angle to 

the astonishment of the dinner guests. When he leaves, 

Hipknock follows him, and sees Kalibang meet another man, 

Oscar Baum. Baum removes Kalibangis hat, inserts a key in 

his neck, and winds him up. Now that he knows that Kalibang 

is a robot, Hipknock is intrigued enough to accept Baum's 

invitation to visit the house where the robots are manu-

factured. 

19Eduardo L. Holmberg (1852-1937) doctor, naturalist, 
and writer. Holmberg is principally noted for his extensive 
scientific works, but he was also known during his lifetime 
as a writer of fantastic stories. Among them were viaje 
mALavillos9 ~ seDor ~~ (1875), about a journey to 
Mars, and ~ partidQs ~ lucha, a pro-Darwin "fantasia 
cientifica" (1875). See Antonio Pag~s Larraya, ed., Cuentos 
fantgsticos (Buenos Aires: Hachette, 1957), pp. 8-98; and 
Marla Teresa Astiz, "LOS cuentos fantasticos de Eduardo L. 
Holmberg", Diss. State University of New York at Albany 1973. 
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The butler admits Hipknock and Fritz to the house. 

Fritz points out that the butler is a robot, and so is the 

first Baum who greets them. The second Baum defends his 

robots, saying ~Que es el cerebro, sino una gran maquina, 

cuyos exquisitos resortes se mueven en virtud de impulsos mil 

y mil veces transformados? ~Que es el alma, sino el conjunto 

de esa funciones mecanicas?"20 He then shows his visitors 

vignettes of daily life acted out by robots. Hipknock and 

Fritz leave, each wondering if the other is a robot. 

Shortly afterward, Hipknock again has a party at his 

house, this time to announce the engagement of Luisa and 

Hermann. Only Fritz has not arrived. After dinner, Horacio 

Kalibang delivers a note from Fritz saying that Oscar Baum 

was really Fritz in disguise; that the Fritz that attended 

the first dinner and visited Sauro's house was actually a 

robot; and that the human Fritz has constructed a robot Luisa 

for his wife. His wedding gift to the human Luisa is Horacio 

Kalibang, who will teach her children. Fri tz himself will 

continue to construct his robot: "Tengo el mundo en mis 

manos, porque 10 manejo con mis automatas" (166). Hipknock 

then tells Luisa: "Seras feliz, hija mia, porque hay algo 

grande y noble que vela por tl. Tendras hijos si obedeces, 

como todo el mundo, el automatismo organico; yo sere el mas 

feliz de los abuelos, ya que soy el mas desgraciado de los 

primos." (166-7) 

20Holmerg, Cuentos fantasticos, p. 161. All further 
references to this work appear in the text. 
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nHoracio Kalibang n is perhaps the most optimistic 

of the stories of the scientific fantastic studied here. 

Dedicated to the well-known materialist Jose Ramos Mej1a, the 

story does not seem to present scientific study as dangerous 

or forbidden; Hipknock in particular views the advent of the 

robots as true progress. The robots, or automata, of the 

story were still exciting speculations at the end of the 

nineteenth century, even though actual mechanical figures had 

been amazing the public for almost a century;2l automata had 

already appeared in literary works, most notably in 

Hoffmann' s nAutomatonsn (1812) and nThe Sandmann (1814). Both 

Fri tz and Hipknock view the human body and mind as a mecha-

nism; therefore, creating a thinking robot should be possible 

if one sufficiently studies the engineering of human mech

anics. This idea was very much a part of the philosophical 

orientation of the nineteenth century, and had already caused 

much debate. The concept of the human-machine was the 

product of centuries of philosophical specula tion that 

included such philosophers as Descartes, La Mettrie, Hobbs, 

and Diderot.22 Even the language of scientific and 

2lsee Alfred Chapuis, ~ automates ~ ~ oeuvres 
~ jm~inatiQn (Neuchatel: Griffon, 1947); and Harry M. 
Geduld and Ronald Gottesman, ed. Robots. Robots, Robots 
(Boston: New York Graphic Society, 1978). 

22See John Cohen, l!Y.mn Robots .in .M~ .s.n,g Scien~ 
(London: Allen and Unwin, 1966); Heikki Kirkinen, k~~ 
QLj9in~~ ~~ l~ ~~n~~R~j~D mQ~~~n~ ~~ ~Qmm~=.M~£bin~ 
(Hel sinki: S uomalai sen Tiedeada temian, 1960); and Ar am 
Vartanian, .I& .Mettrie's u.HQm.m~ Machine;.. A S·tudy .in .tM 
Origin-s .Q.f n ~ (Princeton: Princeton Univer si ty Press, 
1960) • 
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philosophical writers such as Alejandro Korn (1860-1936) 

revealed this mechanistic view of human beings: 

[La] creaci6n de la Ilps icologla sin alma·, al consi
derar todo fen6meno pSlquico como un acto fisio
logico, que a su vez no es sino un hecho fisico 0 
qu£mico, debra darnos una ciencia capaz de revelar 
los resortes lntimos del pensar y del sentir. Encon~ 
trada la ley de la actividad mental, el automata 
humano debia ocupar tambien en el me2~nismo universal 
su lugar como un diminuto engranaje. 

Machinery had already begun to perform much of the labor 

previously done by people, and the automa ta have the advan

tage of not getting ill, growing old, or suffering from other 

human miseries. Therefore, robots could be seen as a desir-

able invention. To think otherwise would be archaic 

according to Hipknock, who says that nlas sociedades cientl

ficas tienen derecho de ser la razen; el pueblo no tiene mas 

derecho que ser el sentimiento" (155). 

However, the optimism and materialism of "Horacio 

Kalibang" may be a false impression caused by the opinions of 

the na r rator, Fr i tz. Since Fritz is the creator of the 

automata, he is naturally inclined to see them in a positive 

way. Yet, if the story had been told from the viewpoint of, 

say, Lui sa, the impression probably would have been one of 

horror, especially knowing that a mechanical version of her-

self has become Fritz's wife. Even more eerie, from Luisa's 

point of view, would be not know ing who was a robot and who 

was human. The reader shares this disorientation as the 

23Alejandro Korn, Influencias filos6ficas ~ ls ~ 
luciOn nacional (Buenos Aires: Editorial Claridad, 1936)~ pp. 
172-3. 
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riarrative hints at who might be a robot or reveals unexpect

edly that someone actually is a robot. Fritz, as narrator, 

plays with the reader, suggesting the appearance of the 

automata through the description of the characters. Luisa is 

described as "muy parecida a las lindisimas munecas que 

fabrican en Nuremberg" (149). Kalibang, prior to being 

revealed as a robot, is decribed as being so expressionless 

that "al verle se dir!a que acababa de salir del molde de una 

fabrica de caretas" (151). Later, Hipknock kids Fritz that 

"vas a salir tu de automata" (161) not knowing that he is 

already talking to an automaton. Fritz may also be with

holding information. For example, the narrative states that 

Horacio Kalibang is a robot, but Hermann, Luisa1s fiance, 

might also be a robot, since he knows about Kalibang before 

anyone else at the banquet (148). 

The narration contains other clues as well that warn 

the attentive reader about the untrustworthy narrator. The 

description of Hipknock is especially duplicitous. The 

description opens with the abrupt opinions of the burgo

meister such as "Tu opini6n no es mas que la de un nino de 

escuela" (148). The same frankness is directed at Fritz: nYa 

creia que te quedabas rascando miserablemente ese violoncello 

in'fame, que te da todo el aspecto de un sapo sentimental. • 

• " (150). Perhaps this remark explains the description of 

Hipknock that first states a quality, then modifies it: 

Incapaz de cualquier indignidad, practica el bien en 
todas sus formas y asegura, no se por que razon, que 
su mayor gloria es la de tener tantos enemigos, a los 
que, por cierto, no conoce ni de vista. Pero, en 



cambio, sus amigos son numerosos, y tanto mas sin
ceros, cuanto que no necesitan de el, ni el de ellos. 
(154-5) 
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Moreover, Hipknock is unable to distinguish between robots 

and humans, a failure that Fritz points out several times 

(153,159,160). 

Most revealing is Fritz's own attitude toward the 

automata. He considers them false, lacking the nobler human 

qualities: 

Cuando veas un poeta que te pinta 10 que no siente, 
un orador que adula del pueblo, un medico que mata, 
un abogado que miente, un guerrero que huye, un 
patriota que engana, un ilustrado fanatico y un sabio 
que rebuzna ••• puedes decir de cada uno de ellos: 
" ; E sun aut om a ta !" <166} 

Therefore, the qualities that seems most desirable in 

humans,--sincerity in a poet, truth in an orator, courage in 

a soldier--are lacking in the robots because they have no 

souls. They are merely machines, the product of a science 

that recognizes only the mechanical. Fritz is too proud to 

admit this fault too openly~ the robots are his creation, his 

new race that will replace humans. Fritz's pride is the 

ultimate sin that Dr. Frankenstein shared: they tried to 

create life. 

The name "Kalibang" is probably a play on the name 

"Caliban" from Shakespeare's The ~mpest. Caliban was also a 

created being~ Prospero and his daughter Miranda taught him 

to speak, but he remained a monster in their eyes, as in this 

speech by Miranda: 

Abhorred slave, 
Which any print of goodness wilt not take, 
Being capable of all ill! I pi tied thee, 
Took pains to make thee speak, taught thee each hour 



One thing or other ••• 
But thy vile race, 
Though thou didst learn, had that in't which good 
natures 
Could not abide to be with ••• (Act I, Scene ii) 
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-Horacio Kalibang" is just one example of the recurrence of 

Caliban in the nineteenth century. Caliban appeared in 

Ernest Renan's Caliban. suite ~ ~ ~ID~" (1878) as a 

symbol of the lower classes. In Latin America, Jose Rodo 

reitertated the inferiority of Caliban in Ariel (1900), iden

tifying him with materialism.24 

The following two stories, "De un mundo a otro" and 

"Cirug1a pSlquica de extirpacion", continue the theme of the 

incompleteness of scientif ic know ledge alone. They are 

different from the previous stories, however, in that they 

use humor to make the scientist look ridiculous. In the 

first story, "De un mundo a otro" by Carlos Monsalve, a 

laboratory assistant narrates the story of the great natu-

r ali s t , Dr. P a na x. For the fir s t two yea r s 0 f w 0 r kin g for 

Panax, the assistant had only heard four or five words from 

the doctor, who usually communicated by gestures or notes. 

One day the assistant examines an ebony urn although he has 

been forbidden to touch it. That night Panax sees that the 

urn has been moved, and exclaims: "j Adimal" The assistant 

starts to ask "quien" but stops in the middle of the word, 

saying instead "qui?" The doctor takes this word to be 

Sanscrit, which the assistant admits being able to speak, and 

thus the doctor tells the story of the urn. 

24See Roberto Fernandez Retamar, ~~ (Mexico: 
Diogenes, 1971>. 
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Panax was visiting India to study the crocodiles, "en 

sus costumbres e idioma."25 He becomes friends with one 

crocodile in particular, with whom he has long conversations 

about the relative merits of humans and crocodiles. One day 

a French scientist wanders too near, and the crocodile eats 

him. Panax orders his workers to bury what is left. While 

digging the grave, they encounter the urn and a letter 

written in Sanscrit. Fleeing the local authorites who want 

to take over the urn and letter, Panax returns home, where 

all this time he has wondered about the letter. Before 

reading the letter, Panax arranges a banquet of fossil 

dishes. Then they translate the letter. The letter is from 

Adam ("Adima") and his wife Eve, who arrive on Earth from 

another planet. The assistant believes that Dr. Panax is the 

reincarnation of Adam, destined to find the manuscript of 

Adamrs journey. The story ends with this observation by the 

assistant: "La sabidurla y la locura son tan opuestos como la 

1 uz y la sombra: mas, con f recuencia, la una acompana a la 

otra. Panax es un sabio. Luego ••• " (64). 

This story is a parody of the eccentric scientist 

found in the works of writers such as Jules Verne. The 

scientist's other-worldly nature was used seriously by Verne 

to show how superior the scientist was to the ordinary 

person. However, in "De un mundo a otro", Dr. Panax is more 

25Carlos Monsalve, "De un mundo a otro· in paginas 
literaz=ill (Buenos Aires: Ostwald y Marti'nez, 1881>, p. 45. 
All further references to this work appear in the text. 
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ridiculous than superior. Panax reveals himself, for exam

ple, when he says: lIMi permanencia en aquel pars fue, como 

antes he dicho, para el estudio exclusivo de la filologla 

irracional; Vd. conoce mi caracter y no Ie sera diflcil creer 

que me dedicara completamente a ella ••• " (49). On another 

occasion, he says "Se de memoria el 'Diccionario de la lengua 

de los Cuervos' y la 'Traduccion de las canciones del rui-

senor' por Dupont de Nemours. • But the fossil 

banquet is the showpiece of scientific parody. Dr. Panax 

tells his assistant: 

••• sera un banquete que envidiaran todas las 
sociedades antropo16gicas y arqueo16gicas del mundo! 
--iY las gastronomicas? 
--Profano! En esos momentos el arte culinario se 

convertira en ciencia ••• (51) 

The menu consists of roast mammoth--na pesar de ser emp1rica 

les nutria perfectamenten (55) --and wine f rom Pompeii, from 

"la casa de Pansa II (56). 

While the story is a general parody of the eccentric 

scientist, it might also be a specific parody of the natura-

list Carlos German Burmeister (1807-1892). Burm ei ster 

ga thered a considerable bone and artifact collection which 

became the basis for the Museo de Buenos Aires. The speci

mens of coleopter (a kind of insect) which the assistant 

places on the ebony urn can be seen as a reference to Bur-

meister's well-known Handbuch ~ ~m9logie, while the 

fossil banquet can be a parody of Burmeister's extensive 

fossil collection. His unfinished Description physigue ~ J.g 

~~bligue Argentine may also be the object of Monsalve's 

humor when the assistant says of Panax: "Indudablemente en 
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ese momento, sonaba con millares de diccionarios fosiles (el 

doctor era fuerte en ambas cosas) de los cuales la mayor 

parte no alcanzaban a la letra A~ esto es, se hallaban en la 

imaginacion de los futuros colaboradores." (57) Burmeister 

was also noted for his difficult personality. When he 

blocked with his last words the appointment of Florentino 

Ameghino as di rector of the Museo Nacional, Sarm iento 

exclaimed: "ilntransigente y contumaz hasta en el lecho de 

muerte! n 26 

Whether directed at Burmeister or not, "De un mundo a 

otro n uses humor to point out how Panax has lost perspective 

by allowing his scientific endeavors to overbalance other 

activities. He knows the language of crows and crocodiles, 

but he is insensitive to the extreme cold (40 ) of the labora-

tory. When it is brought to hi s a ttention, he replies with 

ridiculous but scientific-sounding facts: "Ah! bien. La 

temperatura del mar, en el ecuador a 2200 pies de profundidad 

y en las regiones polares a 1400. No la olvide Vd.~ es tan 

importante que siento variarla, pero ••• es menester 

hacerlo.n (51) The assistant, whose comments puncture 

Panax's pretensions, replies, "Por mi parte, confieso 
, 

ingenuamente que pref iero una temperatura mas modesta n (51). 

26 See Jos~ Babini, .lU..Rtor ia .Q.e .l.g cienc ia argentina 
(Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1949), pp. 85-6, 95. 
Also see Max Biraben, .Gll.mAn .IDu.meister: ~ vida. II opr.§, 
(Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1968). For 
more examples of Burmeister's personality, see Montserrat, 
aLa mentalidad evolucionistaa, pp. 791-2. Burmeister is also 
the likely target in the character Rabian in Holmberg's Dos 
partidos ~ lucha. 
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Even though ROe un mundo a otroR is more humorous than 

serious, it illustrates that a certain type of scientist had 

become recognizable enough to the public that the satire 

would be understood and not be taken seriously. 

A different kind of humor may be seen in RCirugla 

psiquica de extirpacionR be Macedonio Fernandez.27 The story 

is about Cosimo Schmitz, who has had his Rsentido de futuri-

dad R28 surgically removed. He is left with only eight 

minutes of future. Schmitz himself requested the surgery, 

because he wanted to forget that he had murdered his family. 

After Schmitz is executed for his crime, it is discovered 

that he did not kill his family after all; it was a false 

memory, implanted in him by a psychologist. Schmitz, nun 

espiritu inquietisimo y afanoso de probar toda novdad meca-

nica, quimica, terapeutica, pSicologica que se da en el 

mundoR (209), had been unhappy with his own uneventful life. 

The psychologist gave him the memory of having murdered his 

family, nl o que 10 divirtio mucho durante algunos arios pero 

despues se Ie torno atormentador R (210). After Schmitz's 

27Macedonio Fernandez (1874-1952); educated as a 
lawyer, he never practiced law. Instead, he devoted his 
efforts to literature, philosophy, and politics. His innova
tive ideas made him the mentor of the younger generation that 
included Borges. His books include ~ ~ ~ vigilia ls ~ 
,l.Q§ ;Qj.Q§ abiertos (1928) ,Papeles ~ Recienvenido (1929), 
and ~.~ ~ ~ novela ~ ls Eterna (1967). In recent years, 
the wor ks of biography and cri ticism of Fernandez have 
rapidly increased, among them many memoirs by his friends. 

28Macedonio Fernandez, ·Cirugla psi'quica de extirpa
cion R in Papeles ~ Recienyenido (Buenos Aires: Centro Editor 
de America Latina, 1967), p. 204. All further references to 
this work appear in the text. 
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death, the surgeons refuse responsibility: "Pobre Cosimo 

Schmitz; ino habra una tercera cirugia, despues de dos tan 

siniestras, que 10 resucite? Ah, no--exclama la Tera-

peutica--, nuestro oficio es de infalibilidad, no nos incumbe 

disimular las fallas de los tribunales de justicia." (211) 

There are other criticisms of science and pseudo

science, such as this note of sympathy for Schmitz: 

Siento que las cosas hayan sucedido aSl; como pSico
logo psico16gico, no pSicofisiologico, concibo per
fectamente obtener el mismo resultado, sea de 
desmemoria, sea de desprevision, sin necesidad de la 
aparatosa, biologicamente cara, extirpacion quirur
gica, que, como toda intervencion quimica, clinica, 
dietetica 0 climatica en los gustos y espontaneidades 
con que nacemos, es una universal ruinosa ilusion. 
( 206) 

The distinction being drawn in this passage is between a 

mechanistic, behaviorist psychology and depth psychology. A 

behaviorist psychology is appropriate to the view that human 

beings function like machines, and therefore the cure for 

human ailments should be "aparatoson, that is, an interven-

tion in the form of surgery, medicine, or behavior repro

gramming. This idea of the human machine is rejected in 

"Cirugia pS:Lquica n just as it was in nHoracio Kalibang. n 

Behind the pomposity of the doctor s in Fernandez' story lies 

a dangerous ignorance and inability to cure: nno se ha encon

trado hasta ahora en las mas pacientes investigaciones que 

hubiera algun remedio que con toda seguridad fuera mas bene

ficio que destructor ••• n (211). The only other writer 

among those studied here to criticize medicine so harshly was 

Eduardo Wilde, himself a doctor. 
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This criticism relates "Cirug.la psiquica de extirpa

cion" with the other stories included here in the scientific 

fantastic. Yet the structure of the story is not similar to 

the others. While the narrator is still personalized and 

"intrusive", to use Booth's term, there is not a suspended 

narration. There is surprise that Schmitz is innocent after 

all, but no relevant facts are omitted. The reader does not 

have to interpret the events; instead, it is the narrative 

itself that must be interpreted. The reader must construct a 

chronology and integrate the footnotes (which are as long as 

the main narrative) into the text. The narrator points out 

this duty to the reader: "AI lector Ie toca, ahora que yo he 

cumplido con todo, cumplir con su deber; debe hacer como que 

cree." There is a footnote further explaining this state

ment: "Ya dije que 10 unico que no me he propuesto es el 

'saber contar'; el 'bien contar' que se descubrio en tiempos 

de Maupassant, despues de quien ya nadie narro bien, es una 

farsa a la cual el lector hace la 'farsa de creer'." (213) 

The farce of "bien contar" and the =farsa de creer" are 

challenges to the reader to become aware of the story as 

technique rather than events. For Fernandez, "el asunto" was 

given a false importance: 

Fuera de la tecnica no hay arte; la invenci6n del 
"asunto" es un j uego inocente frente a la riqueza de 
tramas y temas cotidianos. La vida es la todo
posibilidad; no hay cat'ac·ter, .9.£.t.Q ni suceso material 
que no sea tan posible como cualquier otro, y la 
socorrida "congruencia" de caracter, "verosimilitud" 
de acto 0 suceso, desesperado argumento para defender 
el realismo (que no es arte porque no es mera tec
nica, sino informaciOn que incumbe a la ciencia), son 



cosas que nunca existieron en la vida y menos 
pudieron percibirse a traves de 10 escrito.29 
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This is indeed a departure for the nineteenth century short 

story, which concentrated on events in the style of Poe, 

Maupassant, or O. Henry. 

In contrast with the other stories in this study, 

"Cirugla ps!quica" is structured in layers~ the first layer 

is presented as a truthful statement (Schmitz killed his 

family), then it is discarded for a second version (Schmitz 

did not kill his family). Truth and apparent truth are 

difficult to sort out~ even names are not trustworthy: the 

remova.l of Schmitz's "futurity" was done by Dr. Desfuturante 

"seud6nimo del bien conocido medico Extirpio Temporalis~ en 

que tambien se oculta, pues su verdadero nombre es E:lCcisio 

Aporvenirus, que tampoco es definitivo porque el verdadera

mente verdadero de sus nombres es el de Pedro Gutierrez" 

(207). In a footnote, the narrator defends this confusion: 

••• la tecnica de narrar a tiempo contrario, 
cambiando el orden de las piezas de tiempo que confi
guran mi relato, despertara en el lector una lucida 
confusion, diremos, que 10 sensibilizara extraordina
riamente para simpatizar y sentir en el en~evesado 
tramo de existencia de Cosimo. Ser!a un fracaso que 
el lector leyera claramente cuando mi intento 
art!stico va a que el lector se contagie de un estado 
de confusion. (209-210) 

Since confusion is his goal, the narrator can defend his long 

footnotes, especially since his intent is not documentary: 

Yo no veo por que una digresion, aun en un cuento y 
aun cientifica, esta mal despues de los novelones 
habituales, en que se llenan cap:[tulos con historia 

29Macedonio Fernandez, "Para una teoria del arte" in 
Obras .£.2IDpletas, I II (Buenos Ai res: Edi ciones Cor regi dor, 
1974), p. 236. 



literaria, critica pictorica, amilisis de sinfonlas, 
salvaciones sociologicas. (Todo esto, entre descrip
ciones de mobilarios y la Naturaleza mas pr6xima.) 
( 212) 
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The humor in this story is not like the broad parody 

of fiDe una mundo a otro". Instead, it is ironic, that is, 

initially, one meaning, the appearance, presents 
itself as the obvious truth, but when the context of 
this meaning unfolds, in depth or in time, it sur
prisingly discloses a conflicting meaning, the 
reality, measured against which the first meaning now 
seems false or limited and, in its self-assurance, 
blind to its own situation.30 

The list of names for Dr. Desfuturante is an example of this 

irony. The exotic names based on Latin are finally discarded 

to reveal the ordinary Pedro Gutierrez. The narrator also 

suggests that for a person with no memory or sense of future, 

one story alone could be entertainment for a lifetime: "El 

lector desfuturado y tambien desanteriorizado vivida as! a 

cada momento en el volver a leer mi cuento, me seria deudor 

del privilegio dignificante de ser persona de vivir de un 

solo cuenton (208). The narrator also refuses to footnote 

his sources: "En fin, podr!a citar a Ramon y Cajal, pero con 

Ramon y Caj al no basta; hay muchos otros autores y ca11saria 

mucho al lector, aparte de que no me gusta mucho que en unas 

pocas paginas el lector termine sabiendo mas que yo" (209). 

Even more ironic than these direct comments, however, are the 

events themselves. When Schmitz requests a more interesting 

past, the doctor gives him the memory of having killed his 

family, which does cheer Schmitz up for a while. The 

30Norman D. Knox, "Irony" in Dj£~j~D~~~ ~! ~b~ 
History.Qi. Ideas, p. 626. 
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greatest irony, of course, is that Schmitz dies for a crime 

that he did not commit. 

This work by Macedonio Fernandez shows how the fan

tastic short story was evolving into other forms by the end 

of the nineteenth century. The new avant garde of the 1930's 

saw in Fernandez's works a new direction; the "boom" of the 

50's and 60's also owes much to Fernandez and other experi

menters of the time.3l This chapter began with such stories 

as "Fantasia nocturna" and "Un fenomeno inexplicable" which 

followed the accepted conventions of personalized narrator, 

frame discourse, and suspended narration. These conventions 

of the scientific fantastic later weakened and were discarded 

by writers such as Fernandez, just as the dream fantastic was 

challenged by Wilde's "Primera noche de cementerio". In all 

the stories in this chapter, however, there is a criticism of 

science as it was conceived of during the 1800's. The criti-

cism sometimes takes the form of the limits of science alone 

as a means of knowledge as in "Los muertos a hora fija", "De 

un mundo a otro" or "Horacio Kalibang"; or the criticism may 

point out the danger of science. The danger may come from 

powers inherent in nature--as in "Fantasfa nocturna" or "Un 

fenomeno inexplicable"--or from how the power is used, as in 

"Cirugia pSlquica de extirpacion". In the following chapter 

on the folkloric fantastic, accepted knowledge based on 

3lSee for example Naomi Lindstrom, Macedonio ~~= 
~ (Lincoln, Neb.: Society of Spanish and Spanish-American 
Studies, 1981), pp. 12-14; and Jo Anne Engelbert, ,MacedoniQ 
Fernandez .e.n.Q .t.ru: Spanish Amll.i.£.rul ~}l N.9yel (New York: 
Center for Inter-American Relations, New York University, 
1977). 
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materialist, scientific thinking of the nineteenth century 

will be challenged by another "science": magic and the super

na tural forces. 



CHAPTER 5 

A rich source of the fantastic in many Latin American 

countries is the folkloric tradition. This tradition 

includes legends, myths, folk medicine, topographic names, 

songs, dances, proverbs, and superstitions. A.R. Cortazar 

brings these elements together in a definition of folklore: 

••• son folklore los fenomenos culturales que se 
diferencian de otras expresiones, tambien culturales, 
porque pueden ser especificamente caracterizados como 
populares (propios de la cultura "tradicional del 
.f.Ql.k , de 1. <~ u e b 1 0), col e c t i viz ado s ( soc i a 1 men t e 
vigentes en la comunidad) ~ emplricos, funcionales, 
tradicionales, an6nimos, regionales y transmi tidos 
por medios no escritos ni institucionalizados.l 

Many literary writers have drawn on this underlying stratum 

to enrich their works. This tradition can be used, for 

example, to compare two juxtaposed realities--that of the 

indigenous culture and that of the European culture--as con-

temporary writers such as Julio Cortazar ("La noche boca 

arriba"), Carlos Fuentes ("Aura"), and Elena Garro ("La culpa 

es de los tlaxcaltecas") have done. Similarly, events from 

the past can be transformed with folkloric elements. 

Leopoldo Lugones, for example, mentions the werewolves 

(capiangos) that were said to be part of Quiroga's army: 

lAugusto Raul Cortazar, Folklore!y lite·ratura (Buenos 
Ai res: EUDEBA, 1967), p. 7. 
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Y en la historia se halla escrito 
y a mi favor ello aboga, 
que cuatrocientos Capiangos 
tuvo Facundo Quiroga. 
Formaban dos regimentos 
que de sangre hac!an derroche, 
de d!a como soldados 
y como fieras de noche.2 
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Yet in spite of these examples, nineteenth century Argentina 

and Uruguay produced few stories of the fantastic based on 

f 01 kl or e. This does not mean that there is not a rich 

national folklore in the River Plate countries. On the 

contrary, there are abundant collections of legends and 

stories to prove the existence of that tradi tion.3 The 

collections include Indian myths and legends, military epi

sodes, and the folklore of the gaucho. However, the stories 

were gathered principally for documentary pu~poses. When the 

folkloric was used in literary works, it usually appeared in 

historical genres such as cuadro§ ~ costuE~~, not the 

fantastic. 

Perhaps the small number of stories of the folkloric 

fantastic stems from the strong belief in progress that 

characterized the Southern Cone in the 1800 IS. The opposi

tion of civilization and barbarism that Sarmiento proposed 

2Leopoldo Lugones, "Romance del R!o Seco" in Antolo
W po€·tica (Buenos Aires: Espasa-Calpe, 1946), p. 317. 

3See for example Bibliografia .de.l folklore a·rgentino 
(Buenos Aires: Fondo Nacional de las Artes, 1964)~ Ralph 
Steele Boggs, Bibliography.Q:f LAtiD American Folkl~ (New 
York: H.W. Wilson, 1940)~ Susana Chertudi, £1 cuepto.fQll~ 
16r-icQ y literario reg-ional (Buenos Aires: Fondo Nacional de 
las Artes, 1963)~ and Augusto Raul Cortazar, ~ biblio
g.rafica ~ folklore argentino (Buenos Aires: Imprenta de la 
Universidad, 1942). 
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also included the opposition city/country and white/non

white. If the countryside and the past were the source of 

the folklore, they were also, in the eyes of the writers in 

the city, the source of ignorance and colonialism. The 

future and progress belonged to the white race, according to 

Jose Ingenieros: 

La superioridad de la raza blanca es un hecho 
aceptado hasta por los que niegan la existencia de la 
lucha de razas. La selecci6n natural, inviolable a 
la larga para el hombre como para las demas especies 
de animales, tiende a extinguir las razas de color, 
toda vez que se encuentran frente a frente con la 
blanca. 4 

Some writers bluntly said that they felt no kinship with the 

Indians and their ways: "Los sudamericanos, ni flsica ni 

moralmente, somos descendientes de los pampas, los araucanos, 

los quichuas, etcetera ••• ,,5 The ethnographer Juan Bautista 

Ambrosetti (1863-l9l7) stated the connection between the 

isolated rural areas and superstition: 

Esa v ida j ugada a cada instante, entr e las mil 
penurias y peligros de los trabajos del bosque eter
namente virgen, pues el pasaje del hombre por entre 
sus lianas y marana es siempre transitorio, tiene que 
ser por fuerza supersticiosa; esta superstici6n, 
acrecentada por la mas estupenda ignorancia, se ha 
infiltrado gn todos sus actos, desde el trabajo hasta 
los vicioso 

Those who gathered folkloric stories considered themselves a 

4Jose Ingenieros, Sociolog:La AI.9~.i.rul (Madrid: 
Daniel Jorro, 1913), p. 45. 

5Bartolome Mitre, as quoted in Hugo E. Biagini, "El 
surgimiento del indigenismo" in ~ ~ .l:a gene-racion .ruu .8.Q. 
(Buenos Aires: Plus Ultra,. 1980), p. 47. 

6Juan Bautista Ambrosetti, Supers-t-iciones :l leyendas 
(Buenos Aires: Lautaro, 1947), p. 12. 
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sort of social archaeologist, rescuing the past for preserva-

tion in museums and academic works. The language of Daniel 

Granada, for example, in the introduction to his ~~ 

histOrico-descriptiyo ~ antiguas :y. modernassupersticiones 

~ ~j& ~ 19 Plata reveals his belief that popular supersti-

tion was antiquated and inferior: "Los modernos estudios del 

.fQl.k-lore ••• se proponen recoger las tradiciones histOricas, 

cosmogonicas y gentilicas conservadas en 1a mente vulgar y en 

habi tos y costumbres, sin despreciar las mas peur iles 

aficiones y ridiculos entretenimientos de 1a gente sencil1a, 

ninos y viejos."7 Perhaps as a result of these attitudes, 

folklore was more commonly used in historical stories or 

travellers' descriptions than in works of imagination. 

The difference between folklore used for documentary 

purposes and folklore incorporated into a literary context 

may be seen in a comparison of two stories of the kakue, one 

by Ricardo Rojas and the other by W.H. Hudson. Rojas 

recounts the legend of the kakue as it was told to him while 

he was travelling through the countryside.8 It is set in a 

mythological past and told by an omniscient narrator such as 

is found in fairy tales. The story still serves its original 

function of explaining a natural fact--in this case, the 

peculiar cry of the kaku~ bird. The frame narrator (the 

7Daniel Granada, Resena histqrico-descriptiyo ~ 
antiguas ::l modernas supe.rsticiones ~ .lll,Q ~ ~ P·lata (Buenos 
Aires: Gutierrez, 1896), p. viii. 

8Ricardo Rojas, nEI Kacuy" in £1 ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
(Paris: Garnier, 1907), pp. 233-239. 
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fictive Rojas) serves as a sort of anthropologist--a view 

from outside the events--to record the story that comes from 

the collective past. The legend of the kakue that Rojas 

records is structured according to formulas and functions of 

folktales that may be studied morphologically, as such 

investigators as Propp, Levi-Strauss, Greimas, and Dundes 

have done. 9 Hudson's story does not follow those formulas; 

instead, it follows the conventions for the fantastic liter

ary story of the nineteenth century: personalized narrator, 

frame discourse, and suspended narration. lO In Hudson's 

story, "Marta Riquelme", the temporal and geographic setting 

is historical, not mythological. The narrator is a partici-

pant in the events and is a personalized, first-person 

narrator. The emphasis of the story has shifted from expla

nation to imagination; the kakue is not the central focus of 

events, but rather a peripheral motif. The experience of the 

story is not collective but individual, as a representative 

of a European culture is brought into conflict with a culture 

in which the supernatural is considered possible. The story 

by Hudson is literary and fantastic; its conflict as experi

enced by delineated characters within a historical context is 

9A good overview of this research may be seen in 
Eleazar Meletinsky, "Structural-Typological Study of 
Folktales" and "Problems of the Historical Morphology of the 
Folktale" in Soviet Structural Folklorists, ed. Pierre 
Maranda (The Hague: Mouton, 1974), pp. 19-51, 53-59. 

lOFor differences between the literary fantastic and 
the folktale, see Maranda, pp. 75, 129-130; and Mireya 
Camurati, "Fantasla folk16rica y ficci6n literaria" in ptros 
mundos, otros fuegos, ed. Donald Yates (East Lansing: Latin 
American Studies Center of Michigan State University, 1975), 
pp. 287 -291. 
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individual and unresolved. The tale transcribed by Rojas is 

documentary and folkloric: the events that happen in a 

mythological past are resolved in a way that explains a 

natural function according to the rules of a collective 

tradition. 

The stories studied in this chapter follow the 

pattern of Hudson's story; certain folkloric motifs are used 

to illuminate the conflict between materialist reality--with 

its system of knowledge based on cause and effect--and 

another reality ruled by magic and the supernatural. In the 

first two stories, "Yerbas y alfileres" by Juana Manuela 

Gorriti and nEI perro interior" by Carlos O. Bunge, Western 

science is in direct conflict with the supernatural. In the 

second pair of stories, "EI lobison n by Horacio Quiroga and 

"Marta Riquelme n by W.H. Hudson, the narrator is a European 

who witnesses the force of the supernatural still extant in 

the countryside. In all these stories, the supernatural 

reality is stronger than the European reality. 

The fi r st two stories studied, "Yerbas y alf il eres n 

and nEI perro interior", could have been included in the 

scientific fantastic, because they share the ideas of the 

scientist as hero and the limitations of scientisrn. By 

placing the stories in the folkloric fantastic, they serve as 

a transition between the scientific world view and the 

prescientific beliefs of folklore. For example, the first 

story in the folkloric fantastic, nYerbas y alfileres n by 
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Juana Manuela Gorriti,ll is similar to such stories of the 

scientific fantastic as -Los muertos a hora fija n in that a 

doctor is baffled by a problem that should be solved scienti

fically. But in the case of ·Yerbas y a1fileres n the 

specific adversary of experimental science is magic. The 

story begins with two friends discussing whether witchery 

(lDaleficio~) can e xi st~ Professor Passaman denies its 

existence, with this qualification: 

c.Que si creo en maleficios? •• En los de origen 
diabolico, no: en los de un orden natural, s1. •• La 
naturaleza es un destello del poder divino; y como 
tal, encierra en su seno misterios que confunden la 
ignorancia del hombre, cuyo orgullo 10 11eva a buscar 
soluciones en quimericos desvarios~l2 

To explain his case, Dr. Passaman tells this story: several 

years ago, he went to La Paz where he was sought out by many 

patients who had heard of his fame as a doctor and mag~neti

zador (hypnoti st). Among his patients is a young woman named 

Laura who says: nNo vengo a consul tar al medi co ••• Ah! de 

la ciencia nada espero ya: vengo a preguntar a ese numen 

misterioso que os sirve, la causa de un mal que consume a un 

ser idolotrado ••• n (267). Under hypnosis Laura explains 

llJuana Manuela Gorriti (1819-1892) married young to 
Manuel Isidoro Belzu, who became president of Bolivia for a 
time. After his assasination, Gorriti began to support her
self and her family by writing numerous stories, eUad-ros ~ 
costulD~, Indian legends, and other articles. The first 
Argentine novelist, she published L& guena in 1845. Her 
collections include Panoramas ~ Is ~ (1876) and SueDos ~ 
real-idades (1865). See Alfredo O. Conde, Ideas ~ Juana 
.Manuela GQrriti (Buenos Aires: Publicaciones del Instituto 
CuI tural JoaquIn V. Gonzalez, 1945). 

l2Juana Manuela Gorriti, nYerbas y alfileres n in 
.f..gllQllIDll ~ .l..9 ~ (Buenos Aires: Imprenta y Librerlas de 
Mayo, 1876), p. 265. All further references to this work 
appear in the text. 
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that two years ago her fiance Santiago was struck by paral-

ysis the day before their wedding. The doctor asks her to 

look at Santiago in her mind and tell him what she sees. She 

sees "nada mas que mi amort" (268). The doctor asks her 

again, and this time Ala s.onambula se estremeci6, y su mano 

temblo entre las m1as~ sus labios se crisparon y exclamo con 

voz ronca:--iLorenzal" (268-9). Awakened from hypnosis, 

Laura says that Lorenza is her best friend. The doctor is 

puzzled by the two different reactions to Lorenza, and 

promises to visit Santiago. He examines Santiago but cannot 

determine the cause of the illness. As for Lorenza, nno 

tarde en leer su alma: amaba a Santiago n (271). The doctor 

then consults Dr. Boso, a botanist, who recommends an herb 

recently discovered. Passaman makes the medicine and gives 

it to Santiago. While plumping up Santiago's pillow, the 

doctor discovers a doll hidden in the pillowcase. Since the 

room is dark, he takes it home to examine in better light; 

there he sees that the doll is covered wi th pins. The 

doctor's wife believes that the doll is the cause of San-

tiago's illness and pulls the pins out. They are rusted into 

the fabric, so they must be pulled out with pliers. The next 

day the doctor goes to Santiago to give him more medicine, 

and finds that he has suffered "dolores espantosos, acom

paiiados de hor ri bles convulsiones n (274). However, now he 

has recovered, and soon after he marries Laura. Passaman's 

friend now asks him: 

--LTu 10 has conocido ya sano? 
--sf. 
--~y que dices de esto? 
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--Yo creo en los alf Heres de Lorenza. 
--Yo creo en la yerba del doctor Boso. (275) 

This story follows the model of other fantastic 

works, that is, there is a personalized narrator who mediates 

between the events of the story and the reader~ The sus

pended narration is an implicit invitation to the reader to 

choose between nyerbas y alfileres n as the cause of San

tiago's cure. Passaman's narration gives equal weight to 

both possibilities. The magic that Lorenza uses is portrayed 

as being as powerful as the doctor's medicine. The two 

powers are not alike, however; Lorenza's magic is evil, 

causing pain and perhaps eventually death. The doctor's 

medicine is good, designed to cure rather than hurt. The 

medicine can be viewed as a kind of nwhite magic n: nes un 

simple maravilloso confeccionado en el laboratorio del gran 

quimico que ha hecho el Universo n (271-2). The hypnotism 

that the doctor uses to discover the truth was a new tech-

nique of the period.13 It was called "magnetism n at first 

because it was believed tha t the trance was the effect 

produced by calling on the nmagnetic fluid n that united the 

physical universe. Since the fluid was the basic stuff of 

life, lies could not be told while under its influence, nor 

could diseases resist its curative power. Hypnotism must 

have seemed a kind of magic itself in an era that had no 

l3 see Slater Brown, ~ Heyday.Q.f Spiritualism (New 
York: Hawthorn, 1970), pp. 1-24; Robert C. Fuller, Mesmerism 
9D2 ~ American ~ ~ Souls (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1982); and Maurice Tinterow, Foundations 
.Q..f 1iY.rulosis, .lL2ID l1~.mU ~ FIeud (Spr ingf ie1d, Ill.: C.C. 
Th om as, 197 0) • 
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reliable anesthetic or pain-killer. Daniel Granada f for 

example, points out in 1896 that 

El magnetizador contemporaneo, dilatando, como 
pretende, la sensibilidad 0 fluido sensitiyo del 
cuerpo humano hacia fuera, y transfundiendolo en una 
materia apta para absorberlo, para empaparse en el, 
persuadese a obrar maravillas id~nticas a los 
celebres hechizos de las imagenes de cera y otros 
temidos efectos ejusdem fa-rinoe. 14 

However, while the doctor's medicine seems similar to 

magi c, it is benevolent and based on the scientif ic inqui ry 

of the time. Lorenza's magic, in contrast, is intended for 

evil purposes; it is based on another concept of cause and 

effect, the homoeopa thic principle of like produces like; in 

this case, Santiago is made ill by puncturing a doll made in 

his likeness. It is a symbolic act that has physical con-

sequences. Frazer in ~ Golden Bough gives several examples 

of this practice from various parts of the world.lS Jesus 

Marla Carrizo includes other examples from Argentina in his 

book, Creencias ::J. ~L§.ticiones ~ .l.a regi6n nQ·roeste. 16 

The conflict then bet'lleen the two possible cures is a con-

flict between an evil and ancient power and a new, benevolent 

power. 

While magic and science are equally powerful in 

"Yerbas y alfileres", the magic in REI perro interior (Carta 

l4Granada, p. 43S. 

lSJames Frazer, ~ Golden Bough, abridged- ed. v (New 
York: Macmillan, 1940), pp. 11-13. 

16 Jesus Maria Corrizo, C-reencias::J. supe·rsticioDes ~ 
.J..g regi6n noroeste (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Theoria, 1971), 
pp. 209-11; and Granada, pp. 493-99. 
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confidencial de un hombre de ciencia) n by Carlos O. Bunge 17 

is clearly the victor over science. In this story, a scien

tist is driven from his laboratory by an evil spirit. As the 

subtitle suggests, the narrative takes the form of a letter 

from a scientist to a friend, explaining why he stopped his 

experiments. The scientist begins by describing his assis

tant, Guillermo Grunbein; the assistant is usually helpful 

and cooperative, but when angry, his face takes on nuna 

odiosa expresion de perro ••• Era como si hubiese en el dos 

personas distintas y un solo hombre verdade:r.o. n18 

When the scientist's daughter, Ana Felisa, returns 

horne from boarding school, she falls in love with Grunbein. 

In spi te of her fa ther' s objections, she marries Grunbein. 

The marriage is not a happy one; Grunbein only returns Ana's 

love half-heartedly, and soon he begins to stay away from 

home all night without explanation. The scientist is reluc

tant to question Grunbein not only because Ana does not want 

to alienate her husband, but also because he is afraid of 

Grunbein's strange anger: nDijerase que mi hija y yo ten!amos 

a Grunbein un miedo instintivo, inexplicable, semejante al 

terror a 10 sobrenaturaln (47). Finally he does throw 

l7Carlos O. Bunge (1875-1918) was a lawyer and socio
logist as well as a writer. He was a leading positivist, 
being concerned in particular with the racial and ethnic 
background of Argentina. His principal novel is L2 noy~ 
II Rangre (1903); his stories may be found in Thespis 7J... 
~ Viajes .a t.rayes ~ ~ ~stirpe (1908). 

18Carlos O. Bunge, "El perro interior" in L.s ll.I.~jliH_ 
Narraciones fantA·s·ticas (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1927), pp. 38-
9. All further references to this work appear in the text. 
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Grunbein out of the house, but he and Ana continue to live in 

fear. 

One night the scientist awakens to see two eyes 

glowing in the dark and the vague shape of a huge, black dog 

at the foot of his bed: ·Le reconoc:L. Era Grunbein. Era el 

perro interior de Grunbein. Puso las patas sobre la colcha, 

y se me acerco con las fauces abiertas. • (50). The 

scientist, who has been sleeping with a loaded revolver next 

to him, shoots the animal~ The next morning the police 

arrive to say that Grunbien is dead. They arrest the woman 

he had been living with, but release her because there was no 

gun in the house. Ana and her father know that Grunbein was 

killed while in the shape of a dog by her father. However, 

Grunbein's death does not bring them peace. Soon Ana begins 

talking to an invisible dog that she calls ·Willy·, the same 

pet name she gave to Grunbein. The other dogs in the 

neighborhood see Willy and are terrified of him. Willy 

begins to haunt the scientist, and one night tries to kill 

him, but Ana intervenes. The scientist becomes desperate. 

Unable to work and afraid to stay in his house, he and Ana 

decide that he must leave: 

Por eso he abandonado mi laboratorio y mis 
libros, y heteme aqul convertido en una especie de 
judio errante. Puesto que me 10 permiten mis 
recursos, busco en mis peregrinaciones por el mundo, 
si no el descanso, una tregua y paliativo a mis penas 
y preocupaciones. (57-8) 

The magic that defeated the scientist in ~El perro 

interior W is based on the idea that a person can place the 
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external soul in an animal.l 9 By this process, Grunbein and 

the black dog are one; if the dog dies, so does Grunbein. In 

this case, however, the soul of Grunbein continues to live 

after the bodies of Grunbein and the dog have died. This 

suggests that the dog was more than just a familiar; it was a 

demon. A black dog is a traditional symbol of the devil, as 

folklorists Barbara Woods and Rafael Jijena Sanchez have 

documented. 20 The scientist is able to control the natural 

world that he, as "un hombre de ciencia", believes in; for 

example, he is able to kill the physical Grunbein. But the 

supernatural is beyond his control, and he must abandon his 

science as a result. 

It is evident that the scientist considers his 

science as a sort of shield against the supernatural. 

Throughout the story, he reiterates his belief in science and 

his own credentials as a scientist in statements such as 

these: "Los hombres de ciencia y experiencia como yo ••• " 

(44); "Veo que me he engolfado en un tema decididamente 

l:i:rico, impropio de un hombre de laboratorio como yo" (45); 

and "Como hombre de ciencia, me se observar y no se mentir" 

(55). He tries to explain the two Grunbeins by atomistic 

theory: 

Los cuerpos organizados 0 no, se componen de infi
nitos atomos, que pueden combinarse de distintas 

19Frazer, pp. 683-9. 

20 see Barbara Allen Woods, ~ ~~ in ~ ~m 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1959); and Rafael Jijena Sanchez, n 12~ negro ~ li 
folklo·re1. JU lobis6n, .§.l n.miliar :t. o·tras Jillpe·rsticiones 
(Buenos Aires: Dolmen, 1952). 



maneras, •• Un hombre, por ejemp10, puede doblarse en 
dose Pero el conjunto de ambos no tendra mayor ni 
menor suma de atomos y de energia que el hombre 
originario. (53) 
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Yet his science fails the scientist at two crucial moments: 

when Ana returns home from school, and when she wants to 

marry Grunbein. In the first instance, the scientist simply 

did not perceive the problem: "Hombre de laboratorio, ocupado 

entonces en una ardua empresa, viv!a yo como en la luna •• 

• Quiere esto decir que, considerando aun a mi hija como a una 

criatura, no me di cuenta de que era ya una mujern (40). In 

the second case, he could not speak of his doubts about 

Grunbein: 

Mi excelente conocimiento del idioma fracaso cuando 
guise manif,estar aquellas impresiones vagas y desco
nocidas para el vulgo. Carec!a en absoluto de esa 
elocuencia que usted, amigo mio, ha elogiado con 
entusiasmo al estudiar el pr6logo de m i Qu1mica YM::. 
cendental. • .Me fal taron palabras para expresar mis 
ideas, esto es, me falto ciencia. (41) 

Perhaps his science fails him because he does not 

approach Ana or Grunbein without prejudice. Though the 

scienti st loves his daughter, he also is blinded by his low 

regard for women, whom he considers incapable of inspiration: 

Las mujeres de talento no descubren mi inventan, 
porque tienen demasiada logica. La logica es un 
instrumento burdo y esquematico, y el organismo 
humano es un instrumento complejo y confuso ••• La 
logica es la fuerza del vulgo: la falta de logica, la 
del hombre de genio. (42) 

Similarly, the scientist is not very sensitive to Grunbein, 

whom he dismisses by saying: "Era hijo de un distinguido 

poeta, muerto prematuramente, y hab:i:a heredado de su padre 

una irritabilidad excesiva. Aunque honesto, resultaba algo 
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fant~stico y variable" (41). The scientist is surprised when 

Grunbein becomes angry at his mistreatment: "Cuando yo, 

embebido en mis experimentos, Ie negaba permiso para salir a 

la calle y Ie obligaba a estarse ocho y diez horas encerrado 

en la pesada atmosfera del laboratorio, solia el montar en 

verdaderos raptos de colera." (38) The scientist claims that 

"como hombre de ciencia, me se observar", but the narrative 

indicates that his skill of observation is limited to his 

laboratory and does not extend to human psychology. 

These weaknesses in the scientist's judgement under-

mine his interpretation of the events, and suggest that the 

reader should weigh the reliability of the scientist as 

narrator. He himself asserts his veracity in conventional 

fashion at the beginning of the letter: "[voy a] contarle la 

historia mas extraordinaria, la mas inveros1mil, la mas 

absurda y, sin embargo, la mas verdadera" (37). Later, he 

repeats his plea to be believed: "Si 10 que hasta ahora 

llevo escrito ha de haberle parecido harto extrano, mi 

excelente amigo y colega, mas aun Ie ha de parecer 10 que 

si gue. Solamente Ie pi do que no dude de mis facul tades 

mentales, y mucho menos de la completa sinceridad de mi 

palabra." (55) The story ends wi th another claim of veracity 

and sanity, which is also an invitation to the reader to 

reconcile the events of the tale: 

Ahi tiene usted, mi buen amigo, justificada mi con
ducta, ya que no del todo explicada. Abrigo la 
esperanza de que usted ha de disculparla, sin 
achacarlo todo a vapores, neurastenia 0 locura. 
Tengo conciencia de que conservo la plenitud de mis 
facul tades. No obstante, como sufro demasiado, mi 
salud peligrarla si me dedicara a analizar y a resol-
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Usted, que es joven y estudioso, puede intentarlo. 
Ha de ver mas claro que yo, como los jugadores que 
observan desde afuera una partida. (58) 

l~ 

These disclaimers may actually weaken the scientist's case by 

raising the issue of "vapores, neurastenia 0 locura. n If the 

scientist is mad, then the dog-spirit story may be the justi

fication of the murder of Grunbein; this raises the possi

bility of incestuous jealousy caused by Ana marrying Grunbein 

nque eduque y forme como a un hij on (38). If the scienti st 

is not mad and is recording accurately the events of the 

story, then the reader must accept the possibility of a 

supernatural victory over science. 

While the two stories "Yerbas y alfile~es" and nEI 

perro interior n place magic and science in conflict, the 

following ~tories recognize that a supernatural act has 

happened. In both REI IObison n and "Marta Riquelme", a human 

being is transformed into an animal. The witness/narrator in 

both cases is a European living in an isolated region. The 

metempsychosis is part of the regional beliefs, and the 

structure of the story is based on the tension between the 

events and the narrator's personal involvement with them. 

The narrator is initially unwilling to believe in the super

natural, but is later forced to accept it. 

REI lobison R by Horacio Quiroga is just one of the 

stories that Quiroga wrote that included folkloric elernentsQ 

The word "lobison" comes from the Portuguese lob-ishomem; both 

Daniel Granada and Rafael Jijena Sanchez document cases of 

belief in the lObisOn in the countryside of Argentina and 
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Uruguay.2l Other folkloric stories by Quiroga include "Los 

buques suicidantes", -La insolaci6n", El yaciyatere", and 

In "El lobison" a group of friends go 

outside to enjoy the night. The night is quiet and lonely, 

so that soon "dejamos de hablar, mirando vagamente a todos 

lados."23 The dogs begin barking at something in the ombu 

tree. As the animal runs by the group, one man named Vivas 

shoots it. The others protest, saying that the animal was 

just a stray dog, and Vivas offers this explanation: Some 

time ago he was staying at a ranch in northern Uruguay. He 

met many of the workers nno obstante la obligada prevencion a 

mi facha urbana" (678). There he meets Gabino, who is a 

"lobison": "en el Uruguay se llamaba as! a un individuo que 

de noche se transforma en perro 0 cualquier bestia terrible, 

con ideas de muerte" (679). Vivas jokes with Gabino, saying 

things like "Si los bull-terriers 10 pescan, no va a ser nada 

agradable." Gabino jokes back: "Ciertol ••• voy a tener que 

fijarme" (679). When Vivas hears that Gabino is going to 

marry a neighboring woman, he goes to the wedding to warn the 

family: but the family refuses to believe him, turning his 

warning into a joke: "La va a comer, mama ••• iQue lindo! iVa a 

pelear con los perrosl iLos va a comer a todosl" (679). 

2lGranada, pp. 581-627, and Jijena Sanchez. 

22See for example Nicolas A.S. Bratosevich, £1 estilo 
~ Horacio Quiroga ~ ~ cuentos (Madrid: Gredos, 1973), pp. 
137-140. 

23Horacio Quiroga, "El 10bis6n" in Cuentos completos 
(Montevideo: Ediciones de la Plaza, 1978), p. 678. All 
further references to this work appear in the text._ 
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When the couple leaves the wedding dance, Vivas waits; then 

there is a scream from the bride: n ••• hicimos saltar la 

puerta de un empuj6n; sobre el catre a los pies de la pobre 

muchacha desmayada, un chancho enorme grunia ••• Mir6 r~pidu

mente a todos y al fin fij6 los ojos en mi con una expresion 

de profunda rabia y rencor. n (680) The dog escapes, and 

Gabino is never seen again. Then Vivas explains: BEste 

recuerdo me turbo por completo hace un rato, sobre todo por 

una coincidencia ridicula que ustedes habran notado; a pesar 

de las terribles mordidas de los perros--y contra toda su 

costumbre--el animal de esta noche no grufio ni grit6 una sola 

vez. n (680) 

BEl lobison n is a typical story in its structure. 

The narrator is personalized in Vivas; there is a frame in 

the present that relates the episode from the past; and the 

narration is suspended before a rational explanation of the 

events can be offered. Within these conventions, however, 

there is an added innovative touch: throughout the narra

tion, the danger is turned into a joke. The story begins 

with the friends teasing each other about being afraid of the 

night, then Vivas jokes with Gabino, then the bride'S family 

laughs at Vivas' warning. Until the bride's scream, the 

story could have been comic. The sudden reversal of events 

tricks the reader into a heightened response to the revela

tion that concludes the story. The inner tension of the 

story depends on this play between laughter and terror. 
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A person who can change shape at will has always 

been an object of terror. Legends of werewolves, vampires, 

and other shape-changers are ancient and wide-spread.24 

Vivas is unusually sympathetic to Gabino, referring to nel 

cargo que pesaba sobre el. n He also says that Gabino nme 

pareci6 m~s inteligente que sus companerosn (679). Yet at 

the end, Vivas kills without remorse the dog that might be 

Gabino, because he has finally realized the danger of the 

animal that looked on him with nrabia y rencor n• 

The three previous stories deal with folkloric motifs 

that are not limited to Latin America. The doll that appears 

in nYerbas y alf ileres w, for example, is found in many 

cultures: Frazer mentions India, Egypt, Greece, America, 

A ustr alia, Af ri ca, and Scotland. The four th story, "Mar ta 

Riquelme n by William Henry Hudson,25 uses a motif peculiar to 

Argentina: the story of the kakue bird. Hudson knew the 

legend of the kakue, having learned it as a child while 

living in Argentina. Although Hudson left his native Argen

tina to live in England, he spent the rest of his life 

writing about Argentina, its countryside, and its birds. 

24See Sabine Baring-Gould, ~ ~.2.f .H~=.liolyes 
(New York: Causeway, 1973); and Montague Summers ~ Wfiewolf 
(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, 1933). 

25W.H. Hudson <1841-1922). Born in Quilmes, he spent 
his first 33 years in Argentina, then moved to England where 
he spent the rest of his life. He wrote many works of orni
thology and fiction, principally LQng AgQ AnQ ~ ~ (1918) 
and Gr€en ,Mansions (1904). His principal collection of' 
stories, £1 DEQY, appeared in 1902, although it had been 
appearing in Spanish translation since 1883. See Alicia 
Jurado, YlQs y ~ ~ ~ Hudson (Buenos Aires: Fondo 
Nacional de las Artes, 1971>. 
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There are several versions of the story~ this one collected 

by Robert Lehmann-Nitsche is typical: 

Dos hermanos, varon y mujer, pasaban el tiempo 
j untando "balas." Ella era m uy mezqui na. El en 
desquite la invito entonces a subir a un arbol muy 
alto y se baj6 cortando todos los gajos que Ie 
servian de apoyo, y se fue a la casa, La hermana que 
qued6 arriba, 110r6 desesperadamente sin poderse 
bajar, y siempre llamandolo. As! pas6 el tiempo y de 
tanto llorar se hizo pajaro que siempre grita: 
Kacuy.26 

It is this story that appears virtually unchanged in Ricardo 

Rojas' n pafs ~ .l:a -selva. Hudson, however, enters into the 

world in which the transformation of a woman into a kakue is 

possible. The subtitle of "Marta Riquelme" is "(From the 

Sepul vida MSS.)" ~ this manuscript is the frame of the story; 

being the confession of a priest named Sepulvida. The manu

script was written by the priest when he was old, but the 

events take place when he was young. The manuscript opens 

with a sentence reminiscent of the opening formulas of fairy 

tales: "Far away from the paths of those who wander to and 

fro on the earth, sleeps Jujuy in the heart of this 

continent."27 The young priest is assigned to a village 

called Yala in that province. He is reluctant to leave 

Cordova, but he goes to Yala hoping for the best. After four 

weeks of travel, he arrives at Yala: 

26Robert Lehmann-Nitsche, U§ ~ ~ 9,ritonasj .lm2 
mitos .ruu carau. ~ cr·ispln ~ ~ uratau S2 cacuy ::l §.Y p·rigin 
incHgena americano (Buenos Aires: Imprenta de la Universidad, 
1928), p~ 282. 

27 W.H. Hudson, "Marta Riquelme" in n .Q.mJ;;W (New Yor k: 
AMS Press, 1968), p. 141. All further references to this 
wor k appear in the text. 



I was wholly unprepared for the character of the 
place I had come to live in. Yala was a scattered 
village of about ninety souls--ignorant, apathetic 
people, chiefly Indians. To my unaccustomed sight 
the country appeared a rude, desolate chaos of rocks 
and gigantic mountains ••• whose death-like stillness 
was broken only by the savage screams of some strange 
fowl, or by the hoarse thunders of a distant water
fall. (143) 
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The priest tries to become adjusted to his parish by riding 

through the countryside, meeting people and exploring the 

area. One day he is resting under a tree when he hears a 

shriek, 

the most horrible it has ever fallen to the lot of 
any human being to hear. In sound it was a human 
cry, yet expressing a degree of agony and gespair 
surpassing the power of any human soul to feel, and 
my impression was that it could only have been 
uttered by some tortured spirit allowed to wander for 
a season on the earth. (145) 

Rushing back to the village, he is told that the strange 

sound did not come from an ill.IDg ~~, but from the kakue. 

The priest listens to the oescription of the bird until he is 

told that the birds are people who have suffered greatly and 

are changed into birds by compassionate spirits. The priest 

refuses to accept this explanation, and denounces the igno-

rance and superstition of the people. He becomes increas-

ingly unhappy with the isolation of his parish and the 

unresponsiveness of the Indians. At first he is consoled by 

the only Spanish women in the village: the widow Riquelrne and 

her daughter Marta. Marta is a beautiful girl of fifteen 

with blond hair and violet eyes, and soon the priest falls in 

love with her. To conquer his emotions, he finally must stop 

visiting her. 
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Marta, meanwhile, has met Cosme Luna, a handsome 

gambler. They marry in spite of the warning from Marta's 

mother and a feeling of dread from the priest. The marriage 

is not happy; Cosme is gone a month or more at a time, 

leaving Marta alone. When thei r son is born, he is away in 

Catamarca where he is conscripted into military service. 

Marta leaves with her son to join him, but on the way she and 

the convoy are attacked by Indians. Marta and her son are 

captured; her son is taken away from her, and she is bought 

by an Indian as his wife. Whe she tries to escape, he beats 

her, cuts off her hair, and fastens a log to her ankle for a 

year to prevent her escapeo Five years and three children 

later, she has an opportunity to escape with another Jujuy 

captive and her Indian husband. Marta is unable to take her 

two older children with her, but persuades her companions to 

bring her infant with her. One night on their journey, Marta 

is so exhausted that the Indian offers to carry the baby for 

her; later when she asks for her baby back, the man tells her 

that he has dropped it into the river: 

Of what happened after that she was unable to give 
any very clear account. She only dimly remembered 
that through many days of scorching heat and many 
nights of weary travel sh~ was always piteously 
pleading for her lost child--always seeming to hear 
it crying to her to save it from destruction. (158) 

Marta finally reaches Yala again, alive but changed: nWas 

this woman indeed Marta, once the pride of Yala! It was hard 

to believe it, so darkened with the burning suns and winds of 

years was her face, once so fair; so wasted and furrowed with 

grief and the many hardships she had undergone!R (158-9) 
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Having lost her children, Marta now looks forward to 

seeing the last member of her family, Cosme. Cosme, however, 

denies that she is his beautiful wife Marta, and leaves the 

town. Marta, in despair, wanders into the forest. For a 

while she lives with a charcoal burner's family, but she 

becomes increasingly erratic. When the priest is summoned, 

he rides out immediately: 

This was the saddest journey of all, for even the 
elements were charged wi th unusual gloom, as if to 
prepare my mind for some unimaginable calamity •• 
• The rain had ceased, but the whole sky was covered 
by a dark motionless cloud, unpierced by a single ray 
of sunshine. The mountains, wrapped in blue vapours, 
loomed before us, vast and desolate~ and the trees, 
in that still, thick atmosphere, were like figures 
hewn out of solid ink-black rock and set up in some 
shadowy subterranean region to mock its inhabitants 
with an imitation of the upper world. (163) 

When Sepulvida finds Marta, she is crouched under a tree. 

She has lost her reason and is undergoing a physical change 

that results in her transformation into a kakue: 

[her] insane, desolate eyes, from which all human 
expression had vanished, became like two burning 
balls, which seemed to shoot out sparks of fire~ her 
short hair rose up until it stood like an immense 
crest on her head ••• And presently flinging up her 
arms, she burst forth into shrieks so terrible in the 
depth of agony they expressed that overcome by the 
sound I sank upon the earth and hid my face. (165-6) 

The priest is so shaken by this experience that he becomes 

ill and returns to Cordova to die. Once there, however, he 

regains his health. After three months, he is told to retllrn 

to Yala. He tries to have the decision changed, but he is 

told that for his own soul's good he must return to Yala to 

work out the solution to his unhappiness. 
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So Sepul vida returns from Yala. There he is 

still tormented by the memories of Marta as a girl and Marta 

in the forest. One day he reaches a crisis. He hears voices 

that tell him to abandon his religion and break his crucifix: 

"Cast it down!" cried out a hundred devils in my 
ear. "Trample under foot this symbol of a slavery 
which has darkened your life and made earth a hell! 
He that died on the cross is powerless now; miserably 
do they perish who put their trust in Him! Remember 
Marta Riquelme, and save yourself from her fate while 
there is timeo" (171-2) 

Finally, he overcomes the voices and reaches a calm in which 

Marta's tragedy becomes understandable, "for all these things 

had been ordered with devilish cunning to drive my soul into 

rebellion" (172). The devils who did this are, according to 

Sepulvida, the native gods of the region: Pachacamac, Vira

cocho, and Soychu. He believes that they are real, pushed 

into isolated territory by the stronger god of Christianity. 

Once he recognizes their power, the priest gains new strength 

which has lasted until now, when as an old man he writes his 

manuscript: 

Even here, sitting in my study and looking out on 
the mountains, rising like stupendous stairs towards 
heaven and losing their summits in the gathering 
clouds, I seem to discern the awful shadowy form of 
Pachacamac, supreme among the old gods. • .Around him 
gather other tremendous forms in their cloudy vest
ments--the Strong-comer, the Lord of the Dead, the 
Avenger, the Ruler of men, and many others whose 
names were once mighty on this continent. • .But I do 
not quail before them; my soul is firm though my 
flesh is weak; though my knees tremble while I gaze, 
I dare look forward even to win another victory over 
them before I depart. <176-7) 

The story closes as the old priest prays for Marta's ~oul. 

"Marta Riquelme" is structured in three narrative 

moments that form a symmetrical frame around the center story 
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of Marta. First there is the old priest's introduction, then 

the young priest's introduction, Marta's story, the young 

priest's reaction, and the old priest's conclusions. Marta's 

story is filtered through the narrative frame; on the one 

hand the frame lends an authenticity to the metamorphosis of 

Marta, because the priest is a witness to the events. On the 

other hand, Marta's story gains a legendary, timeless quality 

due to the barrier placed between the reader and Marta by the 

priest. The events are already a memory of the past to the 

old priest who is the first narrator. Each narrative moment 

has its own characteristics that distinguish it from the 

others. The old priest's introduction and conclusion empha

size the conflict between Christian and Inca gods; the young 

priest is concerned with his own spiritual welfare; and 

Marta's story is about loss: of family, beauty, and reason. 

Both priestly introductions foreshadow the final events of 

the story. The old priest in his introduction reveals the 

end of the spiritual war that he will elaborate in his 

conclusion: 

But I have not taken up my pen to complain that all 
the years of my life are consumed in a region where 
the great spiritual enemy of mankind is still per
mitted to challenge the suprema~y of our Master, 
waging an equal war against his followers: my sole 
object is to warn, perhaps also to comfort, others 
who will be my successors in this place, and who will 
come to the church of Yala ignorant of the means 
which will be used for the destruction of their 
souls. (142) 

The young priest prepares the reader for -Marta's change into 

a kakue first in the description of Yala--the stillness of 

the country is broken ftonly by the savage screams of some 



strange fowl" (143)--and later when he hears the bird for the 

first time (144-7), prior to meeting Marta. 

Although most stories of the fantastic in the nine

teenth century have a participating narrator, few give equal 

weight to the narrator and the character in the fantastic 

events. In "El canto de la sirena", for example, the narra

tor, though personalized to some degree, remains a secondary 

figure in comparison with Broth. In "Marta Riquelme", how

ever, the priest-narrator is not only telling the story of 

Marta, he is also telling his own life story. The two 

stories are tied together in a deeper way than in most other 

fantastic stories, The priest's torment in Yala and his 

eventual reconciliation to his destiny are represented in the 

figure of Marta. She embodies his first temptation and later 

leads him to a spiritual redemption. As an old man, he 

cannot record his own spiritual progress without telling the 

story of Marta. In return, Marta's life is fated for tragedy 

by the priest's love for her. He does not prevent her 

marriage to Cosme, though as village priest he has the power 

to do so: "with that secret feeling in my heart, ever 

striving to drag me down to my ruin, I dared not help her." 

(152). When Marta becomes a kakue, it is a personal salva

tion for them both: Marta is released from her unhappiness 

by "compassionate spirits" (146), and the priest is able to 

reconcile himself to his life in Yala (although the church 

fathers in Cordova probably would not have considered his 

recogni tion of Pachacamac as an acceptable salva tion.) 
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Therefore, the symmetrical narrative moments form a unity of 

events that could not be easily broken apart. 

This symmetrical narrative structure is echoed by the 

many conflicting pairs within the story, such as 

Cordova/Ya1a, Spanish/Indian, Yahweh/Pachacamac, young/old, 

and gain/loss. The contrasts are part of the conventions of 

Romanticism, as are the correspondence of Nature with the 

narrator's emotions--the principal example being the darkness 

during the journey to find Marta in the forest--, and fatal 

love both the love of the priest for Marta, and Marta's love 

for Cosme. While these conventions are typical of Romanti

cism in Europe as well as the Americas,28 the Argentine 

setting provides certain special characteristics of Latin 

American Romanticism. For example, the motif of the woman 

captured by Indians occurs in both North and South America; 

in Argentina Esteban Echeverria had already published "La 

cautiva" in 1837. The image of the European woman living 

among the Indians can be seen not only in "Marta Rique1me", 

but also in Cumanda (1871>. The story of the kakue, however, 

is an American manifestation of the universal folkloric motif 

of the woman crying for her lost children; in Jewish legends, 

for example, the motif is based on Rachel: "Rachel is weeping 

for her children, she refuses to be comforted for her 

children, because they are not" (Jeremiah 31:15). In the 

28See for example Rene We11ek, "The Concept of Roman
ti sicm in Li terary Hi story", ~mparative Lite.ra.tu·re, I 
(1949), pp. 1-23, 147-72; Guillermo Ara, GuiHe·rmo .L Hudson: 
~ paisa·je ,psIDpeano Jl §.l.l expresi6n (Buenos Aires: Insti t uto 
de Literatura Argentina, 1954); and Robert Hamilton, ~ 
Hudson·; ~ Vision .Q.{ Earth (London: Kennikat Press, 1970). 
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Southwest of the United States, the woman is called "La 

Llorona. "29 

"Marta Riquelme ft shares with the other stories of the 

folkloric fantastic a rcognition of supernatural powers that 

compete on an equal basis with the scientism held by progres

sive European society of the time. In "Mar ta Riquelme" the 

supernatural forces are the Inca gods who "challenge the 

supremacy of our Master, waging an equal war against his 

followers" (142). In "Yerbas y alfileres" the black magic of 

the doll is as strong as medical science, and in "El perro 

interior" the devil in the form of a dog defeats the scien-

ti st. Finally, in "El 10bis6n" as in "Marta Riquelme" a 

metempsychosis occurs, witnessed by a European who reluc-

tantly comes to believe in such a supernatural event. 

Therefore, though there are few examples of these 

stories, they share in the use of the fantastic as a doubting 

literature, questioning the premises of the dominant cultural 

concepts of the time. In addition, these stories demonstrate 

the "deviation from the conventions of realism" in their 

literary construction. At the same time that realism in the 

nineteenth century established its characteristic narrative 

elements--impersonal, omniscient narrator; direct discourse; 

and complete sequence of events--, the fantastic created its 

own characteristics--personal, first-person narrator; frame 

discourse; and suspended narration. In the following 

chapter, which will conclude this study, it will be seen that 

29See Ray John de Aragon, ~ Legend Q.f :I& ·Llorona 
(Las Vegas, N.M.: Pan American, c. 1980). 
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these conventions do not endure in the twentieth century. 

Instead, as a new concept of reality is formed, different 

narrative conventions also become necessary. 



CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 

In the previous chapters, this study hus shown that 

the nineteenth century fantastic held certain narrative 

elements and themes in common. The narrative elements-

personalized, first-person narrator; frame discourse, and 

suspended narration--function together to produce a narrative 

that differs from the conventions of realism that were 

dominant during the l800's. While the realist conventions 

were designed for documentary goals, the fantastic conven

tions were designed to create a narrative that arouses doubt. 

The burden of interpreting the interrupted narrative rests 

with the reader, who must also judge the credibility of the 

narrator. The frame discourse is a traditional technique of 

story-telling that establishes a reference to ordinary 

reality; at the same time, it establishes a distance between 

the events of the story and the reader. 

The topics of the fantastic also deviate from the 

conventions of realism. The fantastic demonstrates a 

critical attitude toward the scientism that became popular in 

Argentina and Uruguay during the nineteenth century. These 

doubts often took the form of objecting to the lack of 

spiritual or moral values in scientism. The fantastic story 

affirms the importance of these spiritual values by 

118 
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recognizing the power of the irrational forces of the mind, 

such as dreams as a means of self-knowledge (as in "El gnomon 

and "Las p~lidas viajeras") or salvation ("La botella de 

champagne" and "Aguas del Aqueronte"). In other examples, 

science is baffled by the w ill to 1 ive ("Los m uertos a hora 

fija"), divine madness ("El canto de la sirena" and "La 

metamusica"), and magic ("Yerbas y alfileres" and "El perro 

interior"). 

Although these conventions of the fantastic held true 

through the nineteenth century, a discontent and desire for 

innovation became evident around 1920. The new generation of 

writers (born around 1900) was restless and eager to find its 

own literary style. In 1923, for example, a group of young 

writers met to discuss founding a new magazine to be called 

Hs~1jD Zj~~~Q. As C6rdova Iturburu recalls, "Un vago 

descontento de 10 que se hacia en el pals y una difusa 

necesidad de algo nuevo nos animaba. .El panorama de 

nuestra vida art!stica y literaria languidecia en el gris 

exanglie de una tediosa repetici6n de formulas gastadas."l 

The writers saw changes in their world that were not 

reflected in their literature: 

En el arte y en las letras imperaban la solemnidad y 
la grandilocuencia, la sumisi6n imitativa, la 
suficiencia pedante, la adhesion a m6dulos agotados, 
la ausencia de todo espiritu de indagaci6n, de 
cambio, de aventura, la absoluta falta de 
identificaci6n con el espiritu de los tiempos ••• La 
ciencia y tecnica estaban transformando la fisonomia 

lcayetano C6rdova Iturburu, .I& reyoluciOn martin
fierrista (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 
1962, pp. 7-8. 
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In particular, the conventions of Modernism seemed old and 

unsuitable for the twentieth century, as J'orge Luis Borges 

wrote in 1921: 

La belleza rubeniana es ya una cosa madurada y 
colmada, semejante a la belleza de un lienzo antiguo, 
cumplida y eficaz en la limitaci6n de sus metodos y 
en nuestra aquiescencia al dejarnos herir por sus 
previstos recursos~ pero por 3eso mismo, es una cosa 
acabada, concluida, anonadada. 

There was also a general dissatisfaction with the nineteenth 

century concept of realism. Brandan Caraffa, for instance, 

wrote in 1924 that 

El arte es la superaci6n de la realidad. La misma 
naturaleza cambiando constantemente y evolucionando 
hacia nuevas formas, contradice con su idealismo 
creacionista, a los hijos espureos de la Kodac del 
bo1si110. Decir arte rea1istg es tan absurdo como 
dec i r J;:~,gl.ig,g.Q art i fie i a 1. Que r ere 0 pia rIa 
rea1idad, es declararse fuera del arte. Aqu~l que 
s6lo ve ~ SY§ existe, es un buen artesano, pero no 
un artista.4 

This rejection of documentary realism was the result of both 

dissatisfaction with the established literature and the 

Zeitgeist of the post-world War I era. In Latin America as 

in Europe and the Uni ted Sta tes, the genera tion of the 20 IS 

began forming a new concept of reality. ~Di~i~~, for 

2Cor dova Iturburu, p. 9. 

3Jorge Luis Borges, "Ultraismo", Nosotros 15 (1921), 
pp. 466-7. 

4Brandan Caraffa, "La calle de la tarde--de Francesca 
a Beatrice", ~ 1, No.3 (1924), pp. 4-5. 
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example, published in 1924 a key article titled "La nueva 

mentalidad de Occidente n which explicitly rejects the 

previous ideas of reality, substituting for it a nrelati

vismo" or multi-faceted reality: 

Un relativismo sonriente--impuesto por simple 
gravitaci6n hist6rica, y por la crisis del dogmatismo 
cientifico--nos obliga a contemplar las cosas con esa 
simpatia intuitiva que entranan el amor y el instinto 
despojados de preconceptos. Nuestros puntos de vista 
ya no son mas fijos e invariables, porque nuestro 
escepticismo cient!fico y politico ha socovado los 
cimientos de todas las torres; hemos comprendido que 
las cosas tienen diversas perspectivas, vertientes 
opuestas por las cuales se derraman hasta nosotros 
visiones de diferente matiz, y elegimos puntas de 
vi sta aereos y cambiantes, para poder enfocarlas en 
sus aristas m~s propicias, como elige el ast!fice el 
mejor costado de su modelo para esculpirlo. 

That rejection of a single stratum of reality comes in part 

from scientific advances, specifically from the relativist 

concepts of Einstein: 

Einstein, con media docena de f6rmulas aristo
craticas: conmueve de un golpe la evidencia aparente 
de las matematicas, y demuestra que la verdad de 
Newton no fue sino ~ verdad, la verdad de su epoca, 
as! como el error geocentrico fue la verdad de varios 
siglos determinados ••• y nada mas. La ilusi6n cien
tifista es definitivamente superada, y las nuevas 
generaciones contemplan el catecismo comtiano con el 
mismo escepticis"o tolerante con que contemplan el 
catecismo jesuita. 

Having set out to find nl a verdad de su epoca", the 

generation of the 20's and 30's experimented with new tech-

niques and ideas. Their magazines--such as ~ (1922-23, 

1924-25) , Inicial (1923-27), Mart!n Fierro <1924-27) , 

5nLa nueva mentalidad de Occidente", ~Di£i~l 4 
(1924) F p. 5 ~ 

6nLa nueva mentalidad", pp. 7-8. 
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Claridad (1926-39), and Valoraciones Cl923-28)--published 

their works and reported on new movements in Europe.7 It was 

the time of ismos in Europe--futurism, expressionism, cubism, 

dada, surrealism, existentialism, and more.8 Although many 

of these movements were of brief interest in Argentina and 

Uruguay,9 others became part of a new perspective that con

tinues to influence literary production. Surrealism, for 

instance, has endured and developed; especially in the fan

tastic. Andre Breton began writing his manifestoes in 1924; 

they were reported in the Southern Cone as early as 1925 by 

writers such as Guillermo de Torre; and later authors such as 

Julio Cortazar, who views conscious perception as incomplete, 

adapted the ideas to the fantastic: ~No hay un fant'stico 

cerrado, porque 10 que de el alcanzamos a conocer es siempre 

una parte y por eso 10 creemos fant~stico.RlO 

7 See Hector Rene Lafleur, Sergio Provenzano, and 
Fernando P. Alonso, .L.a§ reyistas literarias argentinas 1893-
l.ll1 (Buenos Aires: Centro Editor de America Latina, lS68), 
pp. 59-175; Nelida Salvador, B~~i§~~§ ~Lg~D~iD~§ £~ 
yanguardia 1920-1930 (Buenos Aires: Facultad de Filosofia y 
Letras de la Universidad de Buenos Aires, 1962); and Marta 
Scrimaglio, Literatura argentina ~ yanguardia (1920~~ 
(Rosario: Bib1ioteca, 1974). 

8see for example Guillermo de Torre, Historia ~ .lil§ 
literaturas ~ yanguardia (Madrid~ Guadarrama, 1965). 

9For example, .L.Q§ raros&.. ,;[evist.e ~ 0 r ientaci6n 
fu·turista published only one number in 1920. See Scrimaglio, 
pp. 16-21. 

10Andre Breton, Manifestoes Q1 Surrealism (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1977); Guillermo de Torre, 
"Neodadaismo y superrealismo", ~ 2, No.6 (1925), pp. 51-
60; and Julio Cortazar, nOel sentimiento de 10 fantastico· in 
.L.g casiJla M ~ .Morelli (Barcelona: Tusquets, 1973), pp. 
74-5. 
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Many of these changes in perspective are reminiscent 

of the fantastic short story in the nineteenth century. F.or 

example, the protest that scientism was only one means of 

knowledge was anticipated in stories such as "Boracio Kali-

bang" and "LOS muertos a hora fija." The interest in magic 

and intui tion by authors such as Cortaz ar echoes the themes 

of the folkloric fantastic.ll Dreams as a means of know-

ledge--seen in the nineteenth century dream fantastic--became 

the basis for surrealism in the twentieth century. Many of 

the topics of the fantastic anticipate the social problems of 

the 1900's: for example, the question of when to stop extreme 

medical treatment of the dying (as in nLos muertos a hora 

fija n and "La primera noche de cementerion)~ the limits of 

scientific experiments on human beings (nEI hombre de la 

levita grisn)~ the potential for unleashing an apocolypse 

(nFantasia noctu~nan); and the role of automation in hUman 

society (nHoracio Kalibang n). Therefore, from a thematic 

viewpoint, the nineteenth century fantastic pioneered many of 

the ideas of this century. The scientist as hero, however, 

has almost completely disappeared--even from science 

fictionI2--in the Southern Cone as part of the anti

posi tivist reaction. 

Although the themes of the fantastic have endured, 

the established triad of narrative conventions has not 

11Ju1io Cortazar, "Par a una poetica ", .I& To-rre 2, No. 
7 (1954), pp. 121-138. 

12See for example Cuentos argentinos ~ ~£12= 
ficci6n (Buenos Aires: Merlin, 1967)~ and Eduardo Goligorsky, 
ed. ~ argentinos ~ l2 lYnB (Buenos Aires: La Flor, 1968). 
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remained intact. The personalized, first-person narrator and 

suspended narration still appear in many stories, but there 

are many third-person narrators as well (although Cortazar 

suggests that a third-person narrator can act ·como una 

primera persona disfrazada"13). For instance, of the nine 

stor ies in Borges' .l& mue·rte ::J. .J..g brUju.la, five are narrated 

in first person, four in third person; a similar proportion 

appears in Bioy Casares' Histo·rias fantclsticas, Sil vina 

Ocampo's .L..g fur ia, Ander son Imbert IS .l&..§ pruebas .Q§l .£9..Q..§, 

and Cortazar's Relatos.14 

The narrative frame, however, has almost completely 

disappeared. The narrative now enters directly into the 

events of the story, without the prologue of the frame. The 

frame was originally designed to provide a reference to 

ordinary reality in order to establish the credibility of the 

events. If, however, the unusual events of the story are 

considered credible according to the multi-layered concept of 

reality of the twentieth century, then the frame becomes 

unnecessary. As the established narrative conventions were 

rejected, so too were the established writers of the previous 

generation of writers. For example, when Quiroga died in 

l3 Jul io Cortazar, "Del cuento breve y sus 
alredadores" in l& casilla ~ .lQ§ MO'relli, p. 107. 

l4Jorge Luis Borges, .I& .mue·rte ::J. .l.g .bJ'.:Ujula (Buenos 
Aires: Emec~, 1951); Adolfo Bioy Casares, BiR~QLi~§ 
fantAsttca-s (Madrid: Alianza, 1976); Silvina Ocampo, .l& furia 
(Buenos Aires: Orion, 1976); Enrique Anderson Imbert, ~ 
~uebas ~ ~ (Buenos Aires: Yerba Buena, 1946); and Julio 
Cort~zar, Los relatos (Madrid: A1ianza, 1976). 
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1937, ~ printed the funeral oration given by Mart!nez 

Estrada, but added this qualifying statement: "Un criterio 

diferente del arte de escribir y el caracter general de las 

preocupaciones que creemos imprescindibles para la nutricion 

de ese arte nos separaban del excelente cuenti sta que acaba 

de morir en un hospital de Buenos Aires."lS 

The status of the fantastic as genre has changed as 

well. During the 1800's, the fantastic existed as a 

subliterature in relation with the dominant conventions of 

realism. Its themes too were often critical of the accepted 

Positivist concept of reality. Therefore, one can 

distinguish with relative ease between works of the fantastic 

and realism written during that period. However, in the 

1900's, the lines of separation have become blurred until the 

terms "realism" and "the fantastic" are difficult to define. 

To further confuse the situation, the concept of magical 

realism has been invented to try to describe works that 

refuse to fit neatly into previous categories of the 

fantastic and realism. No one quite seems to know what 

magical realism means: the authors themselves tend to avoid 

it. Garc!a Marquez calls himself a realist: Cortazar says 

that his stories belong to the genre "llamado fantastico por 

falta de mejor nombre"J and Anderson Imbert says that "en un 

15 Epigraph to Ezequiel Mart!nez Estrada, "Horacio 
Quiroga" ~ 29 (1937), pp. 108-11. Borges has maintained an 
even harsher attitude toward Quiroga. See, for example, his 
comments in Fernando Sorrentino, Biet~ conyersaciones £Qll 
Jorge ~Borges (Buenos Aires: Casa Pardo, 1973). 
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cuento fantastico encontramos a veces mas vida, mas mundo, 

mas realidad que en cuentos enraizados en la tierra. n16 

This study, then, has investigated the common 

elements of the nineteenth century fantastic in Argentina and 

Uruguay, first identifying the elements, then showing how 

they have evolved. It is hoped that this study will contri

bute to the history of the Argentine and Uruguayan short 

story, particularly in illustrating that the fantastic short 

story did not solely originate in Europe and the United 

States. Instead, the fantastic in the River Plate countries 

was part of an international trend in the 1800's; there were 

many influences from other countries (especially the works of 

Poe and Hoffmann), but these influences were incorporated and 

developed into the national tradition of the Southern Cone. 

Moreover, a study of the previous century can. help in under

standing the literary conventions and intellectual trends of 

this century by providing the contrasting background for the 

ideas of the 1900 'so 

l6 Ga briel GarcIa Marquez, nFantasia y creaci6n 
art!stica en Am~rica Latina y el Caribe n , Texto C~!tico 14 
(1979), pp. 3-8; Julio Cortazar, nAlgunos aspectos del 
cuento n in L& casilla ~ ~ Borelli, p. 134; and Enrique 
Anderson Imbert, Teoria Jl tecnica ~ cueoto (Buenos Aires: 
Marymar, 1979), p. 255. 
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